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These lessons use the New Life Version (NLV) of the 
Bible. You can read it online at www.biblegateway.com 
and at www.studylight.org. BibleGateway has a free app 
available for iPad, iPhone, Android phones, and Kindle 
Fire. If you prefer a hard copy of the NLV, go to 
barbourbooks.com (search for “New Life”).  
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Daniel: When Faith Is Attacked 
Introduction for Teachers 

Welcome! 
 The purpose of this Teaching Guide is to provide 
teachers with a plan for teaching a quality Bible lesson 
while helping participants improve their English language 
skills. Use of this material is suggested for International 
Sunday School classes or any Bible study group taught at a 
Basic English level. 
 The Teaching Guide begins with listings of the 
Lesson Focus, Focal/Background Text, and Memory Verse, 
all of which provide the premise for the lesson. This 
information is followed by a teaching plan under headings 
of Prior Preparation, Connect with Life, Guide the Study, 
and Encourage Application. At the end of each lesson, Extra 
Teaching Ideas are provided under those same headings. As 
the teacher, you may pick and choose from these helps to 
use along with the student’s Study Guide to fit the lesson to 
your class members’ abilities and needs. 
  

Pray and prepare 
 Prayer is key to every teacher’s preparation, as well as 
an integral part of every teaching experience. We include a 
time of prayer in every lesson plan, but you can rearrange 
the plan to place the prayer time at a segment that is most 
conducive to your class experience. Use your own judgment 
as to where it best fits into your teaching session. 
 

Online Resources and Study Helps 
 At Bible Stories for Use with ESL Students, you 
will find free materials, including picture sequence pages 
for both Old and New Testaments. Go to: http://
pages.suddenlink.net/eslbiblestories/index.htm  The 
picture pages cover all important Bible passages and are 
copyright-free, so you can make handouts and posters for 
your students.  
 EasyEnglish is a form of simple English developed by 
Wycliffe Associates (UK). Their website: 
www.easyenglish.info contains Bible commentaries, Bible 
translations, Bible studies, and other materials written in 
simple English. They are free for download and use.  
 At BaptistWay Press, you will find additional adult 
Bible study helps. Go to BaptistWayPress.org and click 
Teacher Helps > Teaching Resource Items. While these 
are not specifically coordinated to the Simplified English 
Teaching Guide, they do coordinate with the theme/Bible 
passage for each unit. 
 The Baptist Standard online edition provides 
additional commentary on current lessons at 
www.baptiststandard.com > Resources > Bible Study (or 
www.baptiststandard.com/resources/bible-study).  
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Which Bible translation is used with these lessons? 
     The Bible text printed in this curriculum uses the New Life Version (NLV), a translation (not a paraphrase) which 
uses a vocabulary of about 1,000 words.  
     The NLV is accessed free online at: www. biblegateway.com and www.studylight.org, so it is easily available to 
your students via their tablet or phone in class.  
     Bible Gateway also has a free app available for iPad, iPhone, Android phones, and Kindle Fire. 
     To order a hard copy of the NLV, go to barbourbooks.com (search for “New Life”).  
  

Why use the New Life Version (NLV)?  
     The NLV Bible often uses simplified phrases to express terms generally familiar to anyone raised in a Christian 
environment. In the Teaching Guide, these terms will usually be expressed using the NLV terminology, followed by the 
more common term in parentheses; for example, “proud religious lawkeeper (Pharisee)” or “early preacher (prophet).”  
The teacher has the option of using the NLV term for new Christians or beginning students or the common term where it 
will be better understood and less cumbersome in teaching. Once a word or phrase has been introduced in the Word List 
or teaching procedures, the familiar expression may be used to help students add it to their vocabulary. 
     This unique translation is gender-correct (same as the King James Version). All pronouns referring to God, Jesus, and 
the Holy Spirit are capitalized. Short sentences are used with the subject usually preceding the predicate. No contractions 
are used. Many paragraphs are preceded with captions which summarize the content. There are no footnotes. Most Old 
Testament quotations in the New Testament are followed by the reference. Most words are limited to one meaning, an 
important feature for new readers and people learning English as a second language. 

http://www.easyenglish.info
http://baptistwaypress.org
http://www.baptiststandard.com
http://www.baptiststandard.com/resources/bible-study


General Suggestions  
1. Provide language edition Bibles so students can read 
the focal passage in their native languages.  
2. Beginning students may require three sessions to 
complete one lesson. 
3. Review the Word List before beginning the study. 
Provide Study Guide pages for class to keep 
vocabulary studies in their notebooks. 
4. Prepare 9-12 core sentences which tell the most 
important part of the Bible focal text. Illustrate each 
sentence with stick figures and symbols in picture 
sequence form (see details below). 
5. Prepare lesson outlines or written materials before 
class—make your own cling sheets by cutting apart 
white plastic garbage bags and writing on them with 
markers. The plastic bags will cling to the wall. 
 
 
Bible Comments/Focal Text 
1. Help students hear English and practice their 
pronunciation by modeling phrases and sentence. 
Allow the entire class to repeat. Be consistent with 
stress and intonation. Speak naturally. 
2. Allow individual students to read a sentence or 
paragraph at a time. For further practice, ask students 
to tell sections from Bible comments in their own 
words. 
3. When time allows, pairs may read the lesson again 
to each other. 
4. Class may close books and listen as a native speaker 
reads the section again. 
5. Discuss lesson using “Things to Think About.” 
 
 
Memory Verse 
1. Challenge class members to say the Memory Verse 
several times each day.  
2. Provide blank paper for students to write Memory 
Verses.  
3. Write phrases or individual words on separate pieces 
of paper. Give to students to place in order. 
4. Write entire verse on board. Read in unison. Erase 
key words a few at a time. Recite until entire verse is 
erased and class can repeat by memory. 
5. Make a symbol for each word or phrase of the verse.  
6. Use the symbols as a reminder for saying the verse. 

Picture Sequencing (Lipson Method) 
This method is especially suited for teaching 
beginners. It consists of a series of pictures with 
accompanying sentences that tell a story. It may be 
used solely for oral production (using pictures alone) 
or for integrated skills (engaging students in reading 
and writing the story).  
 You may use real pictures, videotape, pictures that 
are professionally drawn, or stick figures. 
 Other benefits include the following: 
1. Relaxed, low-anxiety atmosphere as students focus 
on the pictures and create their own sentences to tell 
the story 
 Focus on fluency, not just accuracy 
 Focus on a message or task rather than form or  
  grammar 
 Minimal error-correction as students tell the story  
2. Pictures (even stick figures) convey meaning in 
every language. 
3. The same set of pictures can be used with more 
than one level of students by making the sentences 
easier or more difficult.  
4. The use of pictures helps students learn the 
language in “chunks” rather than words in isolation. 
5. The only item needed is a piece of chalk—or a 
marker, if using a cling sheet or overhead 
transparency. 
 Picture Sequence pages for both Old/New 
Testaments are available free at Bible Studies for Use 
with ESL Students: http://pages.suddenlink.net/

eslbiblestories/index.htm  The picture pages cover all 
important Bible passages and are copyright-free, so 
you can make handouts and posters for your students. 
 
 
Preparation 
1. Put a story into sentences that are suitable for the 
level of your students. Try to tell the story with a 
maximum of ten sentences. For low beginners, 
choose the simplest and fewest words possible. Keep 
sentences in their most basic form, so students can 
combine sentences later. 
2. Draw simple pictures or stick figures to illustrate 
key points in the story. These serve as prompts for the 
telling of the story. Other drawing tips: 
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  An “x” in a small square beside a picture enables 
you to cue for a negative as you tell the story. 
  Direct quotations may be indicated with a  
cartoon-type bubble. 
 
 
Procedure 
1. Introduce the story by following your prepared 
script of sentences (for consistency) and pointing to 
the pictures as you speak. This will give students the 
main idea and help them think in chunks of language 
(as in real-life language use). 
2. Introduce the new words as you again reference 
the pictures. Use props and/or dramatization as 
needed to establish understanding. Work on 
individual sounds and word stress as students repeat 
new words. 
3. Lead students in repetition of the story, one 
sentence at a time, working on sentence stress and 
intonation. 
4. Lead the class in one more repetition of the story 
(going straight through and continuing to refer to the 
pictures throughout the story). 
5. Ask the class to tell you the story as you cue the 
story sequence by pointing to the pictures. (You 
become “stage prompter” at this point.) 
6. Then ask for a single volunteer to tell the story. 
(This may open the door for several more proficient 
students to use what they know.) 
7. Divide the class into small groups of 3-5 students 
to give each person practice in telling the story. 
(Inevitably, the most eager student will go first, 
followed by another “semi”-eager student. By the 
time it is the least proficient student’s turn, he/she 
will have learned a lot by listening, will have 
observed a good model at least a couple of times, and 
will have bolstered courage for risk-taking.) 
8. Follow with questions to review story (begin by 
naming the setting, the characters, etc.—easy 
questions). 
9. Conclude with life application questions that 
require some thought and give students opportunity 
to express opinion, emotion, and their own ideas. 
 
 
Lesson Expansion 
If the setting and circumstances permit, use these 
ideas:  
—Sequencing pictures (a set for each pair of 
students) while listening to you or to a taped voice 
tell the story 
—Picture sequencing without hearing the story told 
—Matching pictures and sentences 

—Scrambled sentences to arrange in order (writing 
numbers or letters in front of sentences to show 
sequence; cutting up sentences and moving around to 
position correct order) 
—Strip story (cutting up sentences, issuing one strip 
per student, asking students to arrange themselves in 
order, having them retell the story by contributing the 
portion on their paper strip) 
—Cloze (supplying a written copy with every nth 
word blank; students work in pairs to fill in the 
missing words) 
—Dictation (teacher or student telling the story while 
students write what they hear) 
—Provide a copy of the sentences for each student. 
Ask that they read the story to a partner. 
—Ask students to write the story in their own words. 
 
 
Bible passage as content for reading 
Procedure 
1. Tell the parable or story using pictures. Use 
animation and simple sentences. 
2. Ask questions about the main idea of the story. 
3. Read story aloud while students follow along and 
underline unknown words. Go over the meaning of 
these words with the whole class. 
4. Intermediate or advanced students: Have students 
read silently a second time to look for answers to two 
or three questions about details that you have written 
on the board. Ask students to discuss their answers 
with a partner. Then go over answers with the whole 
class. 
5. Beginning or low-intermediate students: Read 
story again and ask students to repeat it with you line 
by line. 
6. Invite the class to read the story with you in 
unison. 
7. Ask pairs to read the story to each other. 
8. Ask for volunteers to tell the story in their own 
words. 
9. Make drawings large enough for the back row to 
see. 
10. Select a list of new words in the story—
unfamiliar words that the students would not likely 
be able to figure out from context (generally 8-10 
new words per lesson). 
11. List the new words in categories: verbs, nouns, 
adjectives, adverbs. When listing verbs, you may 
write both simple present and past tense forms (e.g., 
eat/ate, walk/walked). Basic beginners would do well 
to tell the story in present tense, but high beginners 
could work in present tense, then retell the story in 
past tense. 



each other questions in order to fill in their gaps of 
understanding 
8. Other useful activities: surveys, interviews, role-
play, problem-solving, and interactive games 
9. Review previous material. 
___________________________ 
Some suggestions based on material developed for 
the EFL Training Manual—Beyond our Borders. 

Meet This Unit’s Writers 
 

 

Jennifer Carson wrote lessons 1-2. She is a 

high school English teacher and freelance writer/ 

editor who lives with her family in Saginaw, 

Texas. 

 

Amy Barker wrote lessons 3-6. She is a wife 

and a homeschool mom. Her family lives on a 

farm near Moody, Texas. 

 

Judy Hughes wrote lessons 7-10. Judy has 

taught English to internationals in the U.S. and 

abroad, and now lives near Moody, Texas. 

 

Janet Roberts wrote lessons 11-14. She has 

taught ESL since 1976, trains teachers in Plano, 

Texas, and enjoys traveling to teach English 

overseas. 

 

Emily Martin wrote the Easter Lesson. She is a 

librarian at Park Cities Baptist Church in Dallas 

and is a freelance writer and Bible teacher. 
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Checklist for Successful Classrooms 
Right Kind of Input 
1. New language in every lesson 
2. Input that is slightly above the students' current 
level of proficiency 
3. Content relevant to the students' real-life needs and 
interests 
4. Language learned in meaningful chunks, not 
words in isolation 
5. Comprehensibility achieved by use of the 
following: 
 —Realia or authentic materials 
 —Simplified language (rephrasing, repeating, 
clear enunciation) 
 —Demonstration and multiple examples rather 
than explanation 
 —Lots of gestures and nonverbal language 
 
 
Low Anxiety Environment 
Students should not be afraid to make mistakes or 
take risks in language learning. The following factors 
contribute to a relaxed and comfortable atmosphere 
and build a sense of community: 
—Personally greeting and bidding farewell to 
students 
—Sincere and frequent affirmation 
—Minimal error correction from the teacher 
—Frequent reference to the culture(s) of the students 
—Smiles and laughter that are commonplace 
—Connecting with students through eye contact and 
positioning yourself on students’ eye level 
—Calling students by name 
 
 
Checklist for Real-Life Interaction 
1. Pace activities with a balance of noisy/quiet and 
still/active 
2. Attention to different learning styles (visual, 
auditory, tactile, kinesthetic) 
3. Variety in grouping (predominately pairs and 
small groups of three or five; using whole class in 
initial presentation and again for feedback and wrap-
up at the end) 
4. A focus on a task or message rather than form 
(grammar) 
5. Provision for all four skills (listening, speaking, 
reading, writing) 
6. Avoidance of questions for which answers are 
known 
7. Use of information gap activity in which partners 
have different pieces of information and must ask 



Lesson Focus 
To lead adults to trust God’s plan when hard times happen. 
 
Bible Text 
Daniel 1:1-21 
 
Memory Verse 
“’For My thoughts are not your thoughts, and My ways are not 
your ways,’ says the Lord.” (Isaiah 55:8)  

Prior Preparation 
♦ Obtain sticky notes for Connect with Life #2. 

♦ For Extra Teaching Ideas/Encourage Application, study  
2 Kings 24:1-25:26 and prepare a mini-lecture about the 
Fall of Jerusalem.  

♦ Prepare copies of the vocabulary exercise for Extra 
Teaching Ideas/Encourage Application. 

 

Connect with Life 
1. Before class, write the following word on the marker 
board in large letters. 

 
 
 

2. Hand a sticky note to each class member. Ask members 
to write down a word or idea that could help define the 
word culture. Ask them to stick notes to the board and use 
their responses to create a graphic organizer like the one 
suggested below.  

 Say: In today’s lesson, God’s people are deported to 
another land. They must face the shock of learning to live 
in a new place. They must adjust to a new culture and 
learn to follow God in the middle of a far away place. 

 

Guide the Study 
3. Ask class members if they remember where they were 
when the United States was attacked on September 11, 
2001. Allow a few class members to share and be prepared 
to share your own experience. Emphasize that this was a 
scary day for Americans. Then ask class members to 
respond to Question #1 from Things to Think About in the 
Study Guide. 
 
4. Say: Today’s Bible text explains how God’s people in 
Jerusalem were attacked by the king of Babylon. God 
allowed Babylon to conquer Jerusalem. God’s people had 
not obeyed God’s commands. God had warned them about 
this many times. God warned that He would not continue 
to bless such disobedient people. Their disobedience led to 
their defeat. God allowed King Nebuchadnezzar to have 
victory over the people of Jerusalem. The Babylonians 
took important things from the Temple. They captured 
Israel’s king. Many of best young men in Jerusalem were 
deported. 
 
5. Ask a class member to read Daniel 1:1-7. Comment on 
this section by drawing from the Study Guide section 
entitled “Daniel’s World Changes.” Ask class members to 
refer back to the graphic organizer on the marker board. 
Point out any words that are found in this section of Bible 
text that relate to the word culture.  Call special attention 
to words in verses 4-7 as highlighted below. Say: Daniel 
and his friends had to adjust to living in a new culture. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
6. Ask class members to respond to Question #2 from 
Things to Think About.  
 
7. Ask another class member to read Daniel 1:8-10. Draw 
comments on these verses by summarizing the Study 
Guide section entitled “Daniel Trusts God.” Lead class 
member to discuss Question #3 from Things to Think 
About in the Study Guide. 
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Teaching Guide 
Adult Bible Study  

in Simplified English 
 

Daniel:  
When Faith Is Attacked 

 

Lesson 1:  
Faith in God’s Plan 

C  U  L  T  U  R  E 

Culture in Daniel 1:4-7 
 

….The king told Ashpenaz to teach them the writings 
and language of the Babylonians. And the king gave 
them a share of his best food and wine every day. 
They were to be taught for three years, and after that 
they were to serve the king. Among these were 
Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah from the sons 
of Judah. The king’s head ruler gave them new 
names…. 

CULTURE 

food language 

religion 

laws 

customs 
art 

leaders education 



♦ Present a mini-lecture about the Fall of Jerusalem, 
based on 2 Kings 24:1-25:26. You can use images from  
http://freebibleimages.org/illustrations/fall-jerusalem/  
  
♦ After reading Daniel 1:1-7, say: Nebuchadnezzar 
wanted Daniel and his friends to change their whole 
way of living. He wanted them to turn their backs on 
following God’s way of living. But Daniel and his 
friends refused to do this. They looked to God for 
wisdom about what to do. Just like the Babylonians 
were the enemies of God’s people, Satan is the enemy of 
Christians. Just like Nebuchadnezzar, Satan also leads 
Christians to turn their backs on following God’s way 
of living. Show the following chart to help class 
members understand this truth. 

     Ask: What are some of the ways Christians can 
stand against these desires of Satan? 
 

Encourage Application 
♦  Return to the Word List from the Connect with Life 
Activity in Extra Teaching Ideas. Make copies of the 
following vocabulary exercise. Instruct class members 
to use words from the Word List to fill in the blanks.  
(Answers: tragedy, attacked, deported, sovereign) 

8. Read aloud Daniel 8:11-21 for class members. Ask 
class members to listen carefully for the ways in which 
God honored and blessed Daniel and his friends. List 
their responses on the marker board.  

 
9. Say: Daniel’s obedience brought God’s favor. Then 
guide a discussion of Question #4 from Things to Think 
About from the Study Guide. 
 

Encourage Application 
10. Read or summarize the Study Guide section entitled 
“Things to Remember.” Then lead the class to discuss 
Question #5 from Things to Think About. 
 
11. Close class in prayer that members will trust God’s 
plan even when life doesn’t make sense. 
 

Extra Teaching Ideas 
Connect with Life 
♦ Review this week’s Word List by dividing class 
members into pairs or small groups. Ask each member 
to come to the marker board and draw a picture that 
illustrates one of the words from the Word List. See if 
other class members can guess the correct word. Use 
this activity to ensure that all class members have a 
clear understanding of these words. 

 
Guide the Study 
♦ Show a map of Israel during Daniel’s time like the 
one found here. 
http://freebibleimages.org/illustrations/daniel-food/  
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Ways God Honored and Blessed Daniel 
 

• The head ruler listened to them (v. 14) 
• They looked better physically (v. 15) 
• God gave them much learning and understanding (v. 17) 
• Daniel had understanding of special dreams (v.17) 
• The king found no one like Daniel and his friends (v. 18) 
• They knew ten times more than all the wise men (v. 20)  

Nebuchadnezzar Satan 

Wanted Daniel and his 
friends to eat his food 

Wants Christians to fill  
themselves with things the 
world offers like success, 
fame, money, and power 

Changed the names of  
Daniel and his friends 

Wants Christians to define 
and label themselves by the 
world’s standards 

Wanted Daniel and his 
friends to learn Babylonian  
writings, customs, and  
language 

Wants Christians to learn 
evil ways of the world that 
do not honor God 

Daniel 1:1-21 

During Daniel’s time, God’s people experienced a national 

____________. The people of God were not living in ways that 

pleased God. They experienced many hard things because of 

their disobedience. Jerusalem was ____________ by their 

enemies. The Babylonians destroyed Jerusalem. They stole 

things from God’s holy Temple. They captured the king of 

Jerusalem and many of Jerusalem’s best men. Daniel and his 

friends were young when this happened. They were ______ 

from their homes to Babylon. It was a hard time for them. But 

even in hard times, Daniel trusted God’s plan. Daniel knew that 

God was ____________. Daniel understood that God had 

power over all things at all times. In Babylon, Daniel prayed to 

God, and God showed Daniel great favor. 

 

http://freebibleimages.org/illustrations/daniel-food/
http://freebibleimages.org/illustrations/daniel-food/


Lesson Focus 
To lead adults to understand that there is power in their prayers 
even in difficult situations. 
 
Bible Text 
Daniel 2:1-5, 10-23 
 
Memory Verse 
“The prayer from the heart of a man right with God has much 
power.” (James 5:16b) 

Prior Preparation 
♦  Locate sticky notes for Connect with Life #2. 

♦ Prepare copies of the vocabulary exercise for Extra 
Teaching Ideas/Encourage Application. 

 

Connect with Life 
1. As class begins, assign pairs or groups to look up 

several of the following verses. 

2. Call on a few class members to share about the verses 
they read. Then read or summarize the introduction from 
today’s lesson in the Study Guide. 

3. Guide class members to discuss Question #1 from 
Things to Think About from the Study Guide. 

 

Guide the Study 
4. Ask a class member to read Daniel 2:1-5. Ask half the 
class members to listen for words or phrases that describe 
the king. Ask the other half of the class members to listen 
for words or phrases that describe the king’s wise men. 
List class members’ responses on the marker board. 

 5. Comment on these verses by drawing ideas from the 
Study Guide section entitled “Nebuchadnezzar’s Dream.” 
Then lead the class to discuss Question #2 from Things to 
Think About. 
 
6. Ask another class member to read Daniel 2:10-13. Ask 
half the class to listen for the response of the king’s wise 
men. Ask the other half or the class to listen for the 
response of the king. Ask each group to choose a few 
words that describe the reaction of the two parties. Record 
their responses on the marker board.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. Read or summarize ideas from the Study Guide section 
entitled “The Men Who Learned from the Stars.” Ask class 
members to respond to Question #3 from Things to Think 
About in the Study Guide. 
 
8. Read aloud Daniel 2:14-23 for class members. Instruct  
class members to listen for the way Daniel and his friends 
responded to King Nebuchadnezzar’s threats. Ask 
members to share words that describe Daniel’s response. 
Add their responses to the marker board. 
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Teaching Guide 
Adult Bible Study  

in Simplified English 
 

Daniel:  
When Faith Is Attacked 

 

Lesson 2:  
A Prayer of Faith 

• God warns Abimelech about sex sins with Abraham’s wife 
(Genesis 20:3) 

• Jacob has a dream of angels on a ladder to heaven (Genesis 
28:12) 

• God tells Jacob to return to his father (Genesis 31:10-11) 

• Joseph dreams the sun, moon, and stars bow down to him 
(Genesis 37:1-10) 

• Pharaoh dreams of seven fat cows (Genesis 41:1-4) 

• A man sees a loaf of barley bread roll into the Midianite camp 
(Judges 7:13) 

• An angel tells Joseph not to divorce Mary (Matthew 1:18-24) 

• God warns Joseph to escape to Egypt (Matthew 2:13) 

• Peter has a dream about unclean food (Acts 10:9-16) 

• Paul’s dream about a man from Macedonia (Acts 16:9-10) 

King 
• “had a dream” 
• “his spirit was troubled” 
• “he could not sleep” 
• “called for his wonder-

workers” 
• “want to know what the 

dream means” 
• “will tear you apart and 

your houses…” 

King’s wise men 
• “learned from the stars” 
• “used secret ways” 
• “stood in front of the king” 
• “learned from the stars” 
• “will tell you what [the 

dream] means” 

King’s wise men 
• Confused 
• Afraid 
• Worried 
• Helpless 
• Unable 

       King 
• Angry 
• Violent 
• Powerful 
• Prideful 
• Threatening 

King’s wise men 
• Confused 
• Afraid 
• Worried 
• Helpless 
• Unable 

       King  
• Angry 
• Violent 
• Powerful 
• Prideful 
• Threatening 

• Daniel 
• Patient 
• Trusting 
• Prayerful 
• Calm 
• Humble 



     Lead a discussion with questions such as: — What is 
the difference between a dream that one has while 
sleeping and the kinds of dreams noted in these 
quotations? — Do you think “sleeping” dreams can 
become “waking” dreams? — Do you think God has 
any role in our sleeping or waking dreams? Why? State 
that waking dreams are often great motivators.  
     After a time of discussion, say: Dreams were 
important in many things that happened throughout the 
Bible, too. Today, we will find out about two important 
dreams in the Book of Daniel. 

Guide the Study  
♦ Daniel 2:20-23 has been called “Daniel’s Psalm.” 
Discuss the characteristics of God that Daniel mentions 
in these verses. List them on the marker board. 
 

Encourage Application 
♦ Ask the class to call out some of the things we worry 
about and write their words and phrases on the marker 
board. Examples could include: finances, families, 
violence, health, climate change, political unrest, and so 
on. 
     Lead the class in a time of prayer to address these 
items specifically. Encourage class members who are 
willing to voice their own prayers.   

9. Draw comments on these verses from the Study 
Guide  section entitled “Daniel Prays for Wisdom.” Ask 
members to respond to Question #4 from Things to 
Think About in the Study Guide. 
 

Encourage Application 
10. Lead the class to practice reciting this week’s 
memory verse. Ask the class to describe the kind of 
person who is right with God. Use the following verses 
to help members understand what it means to be “right 
with God.”  

 
11. Read or summarize “Things to Remember” from the 
Study Guide. Discuss Question #5 from Thing to Think 
About. 
 
12. Close the class in prayer that members will follow 
Daniel’s example by faithfully turning to God in prayer 
when they face hard things. 
 

Extra Teaching Ideas 
Connect with Life 
♦ Share a few of these famous quotes about dreams in 
the following box. Ask if class members have heard 
these before. Also ask them if they know other proverbs 
about dreams, especially proverbs from other cultures.  
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Being Right with God 
 
This is the story of Noah and his family. Noah was right with 
God. He was without blame in his time. Noah walked with 
God. (Genesis 6:9) 
 
There was a man in the land of Uz whose name was Job. 
That man was without blame. He was right and good, he 
feared God, and turned away from sin.  (Job 1:1) 
 
So the sinful will not stand. They will be told they are guilty 
and have to suffer for it. Sinners will not stand with those 
who are right with God.  (Psalm 1:5) 
 
The sinful ask for something, but do not return it. But those 
who are right with God are kind and give.  (Psalm 37:21) 
 
The mouth of the man who is right with God speaks wis-
dom. And his tongue speaks what is fair and right.  
(Psalm 37:30) 
 
I walk in the way that is right with God, in the center of the 
ways that are fair.  (Proverbs 8:20) 
 
Now that we have been made right with God by putting our 
trust in Him, we have peace with Him. It is because of what 
our Lord Jesus Christ did for us. (Romans 5:1) 

Daniel 2:20-23 
 

• “wisdom and power belong to Him” (v. 20) 
• “changes the times and the years” (v. 21) 
• “takes kings away, and puts kings in power” (v. 21) 
• “gives wisdom...and leaning” (v. 21) 
• “makes known secret and hidden things” (v. 22) 
• “light is with Him  (v. 22) 
• “give[s] wisdom and power” (v. 23) 
• “[makes] known what we ask” (v. 23) 
• “[makes]...dreams known to us” (v. 23) 

“Hold fast to dreams/ For if dreams die/ Life is a broken-
winged bird,/ That cannot fly.” ― Langston Hughes  
 
“The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of 
their dreams.” ― Eleanor Roosevelt  
 
“You may say I'm a dreamer, but I'm not the only one. I hope 
someday you'll join us. And the world will live as one.”  
― John Lennon  
 
“If you can dream it, you can do it. Always remember that this 
whole thing was started with a dream and a mouse.”  
― Walt Disney 



Lesson Focus 
God has all of history in His hands. We can trust Him to give us 
courage and wisdom to follow Him through any trouble. 
 
Bible Text 
Daniel 2:31-37, 39-42, 44-47 
 
Memory Verse 
“I have told you these things so you may have peace in Me. In 
the world you will have much trouble. But take hope! I have 
power over the world!” (John 16:33) 

Prior Preparation 
♦ For Guide the Study #5, bring blank paper and colored 
pencils for class members to use for drawing. 

♦  For Extra Teaching Ideas/Guide the Study, provide 
modeling clay and craft sand of various colors for class 
members to mold statues. 

♦  For Extra Teaching Ideas/Guide the Study, locate a map 
of the Ancient Near East empires symbolized by the statue 
in King Nebuchadnezzar’s dream.  

      

Connect with Life 
1. Before class begins, write the following saying on the 
marker board: “When it rains, it pours.”  

     Begin class by directing the class to read the sentence 
aloud together then explain that it means that difficult 
things seem to come close together or all at the same time. 
Invite any international class members to share similar 
proverbs from their culture or language. Then ask: Do you 
think this saying has any truth or wisdom in it? Have you 
ever experienced many troubles at once? 
     Say: We sometimes use sayings like this to help us try to 
make sense of what is happening to us. Ask: Do you think 

this is a good way to look at life? Might there be a better 
way to think about our troubles? If so, what is it? 
 
2. Quickly review points from Lesson 2 on King 
Nebuchadnezzar’s dream or have class members read 
aloud the second, third, and fourth paragraphs from the 
Study Guide introduction. Say: At the time of this story, 
Daniel had already had many troubles. Now his life was in 
danger. Today we are going to see how God used these 
difficult things to teach Daniel about Himself. It is a lesson 
for all of us to remember in our own troubles. 

 

Guide the Study 
3. Say: King Nebuchadnezzar was a very powerful king. 
He had the power to take men’s lives as he chose. So when 
he became upset, he became very dangerous. Ask: How do 
you think the people around King Nebuchadnezzar usually 
spoke to him? Why? 
     Invite a reader to read Daniel 2:29-30 with the manner 
and tone Daniel might have used to speak these words. 
Ask: Do you think Daniel said this to the king in a fearful 
manner? Do you think he spoke with pride? Or do you 
think he spoke with calm strength? How do you think his 
manner affected the king? 
 
4. Say: Daniel clearly told the king that his dream came 
from God. Ask: Do you think Daniel was brave to speak 
about God to such a powerful man? Why do you think he 
did it? 
     Read aloud the first paragraph of the Study Guide 
section entitled “The Statue” to the class. Lead a 
discussion of Daniel’s state of mind during this crisis. Help 
class members to see that Daniel’s focus on God made it 
natural for him to speak about God to the king from the 
very beginning. 
 
5. Pass out a blank sheet of paper to each class member. 
Instruct them to draw what Daniel describes as the 
Scripture is read. Invite several class members to read 
aloud Daniel 2:31-35. Allow time after the reading for 
members to complete a sketch of the statue from top to 
bottom. Draw a sketch of your own on the board along 
with the class. Then work together to label the statue’s 
parts by what they are made of. Ask class members to 
share what they know about the value and qualities of each 
metal. 
 
6. Invite readers to read Daniel 2:36-37, 39-42. Say: God 
was giving the king a history lesson, but it was about the 
future, not the past. Ask: What do the different parts of the 
statue tell about the future? (That more kingdoms would 
follow Babylon, but they would grow worse through time.) 
     Ask: Where does King Nebuchadnezzar fit into this 
picture? (the golden head) Label the head on the board as 
Babylon. Quickly explain that other kingdoms did follow 
Babylon as the dream revealed and label the parts. 
(silver—Medes & Persians, brass—Greeks, iron—
Romans, iron & clay—later Roman Empire) 
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two lists. Then ask: Who do you think God sent the 
dream to teach, Nebuchadnezzar, Daniel, or both? 
Why? Guide the conversation to the point that God used 
this crisis in Daniel’s life to teach him that God was in 
control and could be trusted. Perhaps Daniel needed this 
lesson more than Nebuchadnezzar did. And maybe he 
could not have learned it any other way. 
 
13. End in prayer acknowledging God’s sovereignty 
over all of life and thanking Him for His guidance and 
protection during times of difficulty. 
 

Extra Teaching Ideas 
Connect with Life 
♦ State that today’s lesson will be about someone’s 
dream. Lead a brief discussion with questions such as:  
— Does anyone here commonly remember dreams? 
(Not everyone does.)  
— Has anyone  had a vivid dream that they remembered 
long after they woke  up? 
 — What do you think about dreams?  
— Do they have meaning?  
 Allow a few members to share briefly if they 
choose. Then state: In the Bible, God often spoke to 
people through dreams. Joseph, in Genesis, is a good 
example; Joseph, in Matthew, is another. Even today, 
God speaks to some people in dreams. Today, we will 
learn about the dream of a dangerous king and how 
God allowed Daniel to be able to tell him what it meant. 
 

Guide the Study 
♦ Provide class members with various colors of 
modeling clay and instruct them to mold a statue 
resembling Nebuchadnezzar’s dream. Consider also 
providing craft sand to mix with the clay for the feet. 
Class members may struggle to make their statues stand 
with such a weak foundation, which is the point. As 
class members work on their creations, discuss the 
impact and influence of world leaders. Point out that 
often new leaders try to reverse or undo what previous 
leaders did. Talk about what motivates leaders. Do they 
always put their nation or people above their own 
interests? End the discussion by comparing God’s 
kingdom and how He rules differently from men. 
 

♦ Find and display a map of the Ancient Near East that 
shows the civilizations that were represented by the 
statue in Nebuchadnezzar’s dream.  Here is one link: 
https://www.biblestudy.org/maps/ancient-near-east-
empires.html 
 

Encourage Application 
♦  Write the lesson’s memory verse on the board and 
guide the class to read it aloud together. Then erase a 
key word such as peace or troubles and have the class 
recite the verse again, filling in the missing word. 
Continue erasing key words one at a time until all of the 
verse is erased and the class is able to recite it from 
memory. 

7. Direct class members to the definition of influence in 
the Study Guide. Ask if any class members have heard 
of the Persians, Greeks, or Romans. Say: We can still 
study the history of these kingdoms or read their 
writings today, and many people still do. Ask: Do you 
think these kingdoms influenced the world? In what 
ways? Do you think world leaders still influence our 
world today? In what ways? Guide the discussion of 
influence to weigh the good and bad influences of 
leaders throughout history and today.  
 
8. Invite one or two volunteers to read Daniel 2:44-45 
for the class. Ask: How was the stone different from the 
statue? What did the stone do to the statue? Say: The 
stone is a picture of God’s Kingdom. It is not made by 
human hands, and it cannot be destroyed. Read aloud 
the second paragraph in the Study Guide section 
entitled “The Stone.” Lead a discussion of what it 
means that God’s Kingdom will erase the influence of 
all earthly kingdoms.  
 
9. Discuss Question #3 of Things to Think About with 
the class. 
 
10. Ask: How do you think proud King Nebuchadnezzar 
felt as he heard Daniel explain the dream? After a brief 
discussion, invite one or two volunteers to read Daniel 
2:46-47. Then ask: In what ways might the king have 
responded to this message? Why do you think he chose 
to worship God? Use the Study Guide section entitled 
“The King’s Response” to guide the class to see how 
Daniel pointed the king to God throughout his time with 
the king and used it to calm and encourage the man. 
 

Encourage Application 
11. Divide the class into two groups. Instruct the first 
group to review the whole story of Nebuchadnezzar’s 
dream to see what the king might have learned from the 
experience and how it might have changed him. Instruct 
the second group to review the story from Daniel’s 
point of view. What might he have learned from the 
experience? How did this event change him? Allow 
time for groups to work together to make a list of 
lessons learned. 

12. Invite each group to report to the class on their 
findings of what each man might have learned from this 
story. As groups report, make two lists on the board 
side-by-side for comparison. After both groups have 
completed their reports, direct the class to compare the 
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Lesson Focus 
God expects to be first place in our hearts and our lives. Our 
choices must reflect our devotion to Him and reveal our faith. 
 
Bible Text 
Daniel 3:1a, 8-13, 15b-18, 21, 24-28a 
 
Memory Verse 
“You must worship no other gods, for the Lord, whose very 
name is Jealous, is a God who is jealous about his relationship 
with you.” (Exodus 34:14 NLT) 

Prior Preparation 
♦ For Connect with Life #1, collect an assortment of 
awards such as trophies, ribbons, certificates, or medals, 
particularly first-place prizes, or find pictures of such items 
to display in class. 

♦ For Guide the Study #6, print the following Scripture 
passages in an easy-to-read version on separate pages to 
use for group work: Exodus 20:4-6, Psalm 97:5-7, and 
Isaiah 44:9-11. 

♦  For Extra Teaching Ideas/Connect with Life, make cards 
with words from recent lessons on them to use in a game 
such as charades or Pictionary. 

♦ For Extra Teaching Ideas/Encourage Application, print 
copies of the lyrics to the MercyMe song “Even If” to give 
to class members. Arrange to show a video for the song in 
class.  

The lyrics and a video with the lyrics can be found at:  

https://freeccm.com/2017/02/14/behind-the-song-
mercyme-shares-the-heart-behind-their-brand-new-
single-even-if/       

 

Connect with Life 
1. Before class begins, set out the award items or pictures 
you brought as a display. As class begins, say: Our lesson 
today begins with this sentence: “Our world loves 
winners.” Do you think this is true? Why? Point to the 
definition of the word competition in the Study Guide and 

read it aloud. Point out the items displayed. Ask: Have you 
ever taken part in a competition? Have you ever won an 
award or prize? How does it feel to win something? Allow  
willing class members to share their victory stories. Then 
ask: Is it always best to be in first place? Allow class 
members to discuss this question with little input from you. 
After a brief time, move on to the next activity, leaving the 
question hanging to return to it at the end of the lesson. 
      
2. Return to the Word List in the Study Guide and read the 
two definitions of the word jealous. Discuss the 
differences between the two definitions. Then ask: Is it 
always wrong to be jealous? Again, allow discussion to 
flow with little input from you, planning to return to the 
question later. 

 

Guide the Study 
3. Invite a volunteer to read aloud Daniel 3:1a (from the 
Study Guide). Ask: Where did the king get the idea for this 
object? Review the events of the previous two lessons and 
read aloud the fourth paragraph of the introduction in the 
Study Guide. Ask: What does it mean that King 
Nebuchadnezzar put himself first? Guide the discussion to 
the understanding that the king was thinking too much 
about himself and wanting to feel important. Then lead a 
discussion of question #1 of Things to Think About. 
 
4. Using Daniel 3:1b-7 (not provided in the Study Guide) 
and the first two paragraphs of the Study Guide section 
entitled “A Choice” as background, explain how the king 
called all the important men of his kingdom to see the 
statue and demanded that they bow to it.  
 
5. Call for class members to read Daniel 3:8-13 for the 
class. Ask: Where have we seen Shadrach, Meshach, and 
Abednego before? If needed, turn back to the Scripture 
page for Lesson 2 and read Daniel 2:17-18. Explain that 
after Daniel revealed the king’s dream, Nebuchadnezzar 
had promoted these three men to important jobs in the 
kingdom. Ask: Why do you think some men told the king 
that they had not bowed to the statue? (jealousy) Was this 
a good or a bad form of jealousy? 
 
6. Say: We have seen in past lessons that Shadrach, 
Meshach, and Abednego were devoted to obeying God’s 
commands. Ask: What choices did they have in this 
situation? 
     Divide the class into three groups. Assign each group 
one of the following Scripture passages to read: Exodus 
20:4-6, Psalm 97:5-7, and Isaiah 44:9-11. Provide each 
group with their passage in an easy-to-read version. 
Instruct each group to determine what the Bible says about 
worshiping idols. Each group should use their assigned 
passage to help them determine what would be the right 
choice for these men to make.  
 
7. Invite more volunteers to read aloud Daniel 3:15b-18, 
21 from the Study Guide. Say: Shadrach, Meshach, and 
Abednego made their choice very clear. What was it? (not 
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statue, gold, fire. After a quick game, ask: Do you like 
to play games? Do you always want to win? How does 
winning make you feel? Is winning always a good 
thing? Why or why not? 
 

Guide the Study 
♦ Call attention to vv.24-25. Have class members recall 
a time when they were in a hard, sad, or scary situation, 
but some other person’s presence helped them get 
through it.  
     Then say: God is always with us in hard times, even 
if He can’t be seen. But sometimes God uses people to 
show His presence to suffering people. Challenge the 
class to be alert for opportunities to just BE with 
suffering people, representing God.  
 
♦ Read Daniel 3:1-7. Say: King Nebuchadnezzar built a 
statue and made everyone bow to it in order to show 
that he was very important.  
     Lead a discussion with questions such as:  
— What are some ways that some people try to show 
how important they are?    
— Do we ever try to show people how important we 
think we are?  
— Do these things accomplish the purpose?  
—What can be the result of “showing off”?  
— How can we apply these lessons to our lives?  
 

Encourage Application 
♦  Say: Sometimes we use the idea of fire as a picture of 
a difficult problem or situation. We say that someone is 
“held to the flame” when they have to go through 
something hard. Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego 
went through a real fire. But we can go through fire, 
too, when we have to go through hard times. Here is a 
song about trusting God in the hard times.  
     Hand out copies of the lyrics to the MercyMe song 
“Even If” to class members. Then play a video of the 
song being performed, preferably with lyrics shown on 
the screen.  

 

to bow) Do you think the choice was easy or hard? 
What do you think they expected to happen? 
 
8. Ask: How does their statement to the king show that 
they had faith? Read the third paragraph from the Study 
Guide section entitled “True Faith” aloud for the class. 
Then lead a discussion of questions #4-5 in Things to 
Think About.  
 
9. Invite class members to read aloud Daniel 3:24-28a. 
Ask: What do you think was the most frightening 
moment for these three men? When do you think they 
were safest? Consider asking a volunteer to read the 
second paragraph of the Study Guide section entitled 
“Another Man” aloud. Ask: How do you think this event 
affected Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego?  
     Say: Sometimes God saves us from our troubles. 
God could have stopped the king from making the statue 
or the jealous men from going to the king. Sometimes 
God saves us through our troubles. He could have let 
the three men die and then go to heaven to be with Him. 
And sometimes He saves us in our troubles. He allowed 
the three men to be thrown into the fire. But He went in 
there with them. Ask: If you were Shadrach, Meshach, 
and Abednego, which kind of rescue would you want to 
have happen? Why? 
 

Encourage Application 
10. Direct class members’ attention to the Memory 
Verse for this lesson. Read it aloud all together. Ask: 
Which definition of jealous does this verse use? Remind 
the class of the earlier discussion on jealousy and ask 
again: Is it always wrong to be jealous? Guide the 
discussion along the idea that God is not wrong to be 
jealous about His relationship with us. It means that we 
are important to Him and He wants nothing to distract 
us from drawing close to Him. Then guide the class to 
recite the verse a couple more times. 
 
11. Now return to the question asked in the lesson 
introduction: Is it always best to be in first place? This 
time, add any needed input to lead to the understanding 
that God never intended us to be in first place. If it 
seems appropriate, close by reading the final paragraph 
of the lesson from the Study Guide. 
 
12. End in prayer that we will all have the humility to 
put God in first place in our hearts and lives and the 
strength to follow Him in true faith through any trial. 
 

Extra Teaching Ideas 
Connect with Life 
♦ If your class includes members who may not be 
experienced with competitions or winning awards, 
consider another option for the lesson introduction. 
Begin class by playing a game such as Pictionary or 
charades with the following words: king, food, dream, 
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Lesson Focus 
God does not give up on us when we fail to learn the lessons 
He teaches us. He continues to pursue us, using the events of 
our lives to teach us and build our faith. 
 

Bible Text 
Daniel 4:1-2, 4-5a, 8, 19, 25-27, 29-31, 33-34, 37 
 

Memory Verse 
“The Lord is not slow about keeping His promise as some 
people think. He is waiting for you. The Lord does not want any 
person to be punished forever. He wants all people to be sorry 
for their sins and turn from them.” (2 Peter 3:9) 

Prior Preparation 
♦ For Connect with Life #7, read all of Daniel 4, 
particularly verses 10-17 and 19-23 (not provided in the 
Study Guide) to be prepared to describe the king’s dream. 

♦ For Encourage Application #11, print the following 
verses in an easy-to-read version on index cards to use for 
group work: Jeremiah 29:11, Romans 2:4, Philippians 1:6, 
and 2 Peter 3:9. 

♦ For Extra Teaching Ideas/Connect with Life, draw on the 
marker board a simple image of a large tree that includes a 
leafy portion and roots. You can also make copies of the 
image and hand them out.  
 

Connect with Life 
1. Begin class by asking: What are some things you have 
learned in life? List answers on the board as class members 
name off things they have learned. Be prepared to offer 
your own answer or two to get the conversation started. 
Possibilities might include how to change a diaper, how to 
change a flat tire, how to fix a broken toilet, etc. Others 
might list school or work-related things such as how to 
type, or how to work with others. 
     Say: We begin learning from our very first days. We 
start out as babies who cannot do much. Someone has to 
take care of us when we are little. But as we grow, we learn 
to do more for ourselves and to take care of others. 

2. Say: Our life with God is like that, too. We begin as 
sinners who need a lot of help. But God is our Father who 
takes care of us and teaches us. He uses things in our life 
to teach us about Himself.  
     Lead a discussion of Question #2 of Things to Think 
About, inviting class members to share ways God has used 
life lessons to teach them more about Himself. 
 
3. Read aloud the last two paragraphs of the Study Guide 
introduction for the class. Say: We say that someone learns 
a lesson the hard way when they have to go through 
something hard or painful to learn it. Ask: Have you ever 
learned a lesson the hard way? Have you ever had to learn 
a lesson more than once?  
     Say: King Nebuchadnezzar had many chances to learn 
about God. We have seen how God used a dream about a 
great statue and the faithfulness of His brave followers in 
the fiery furnace to show Himself to this king. But 
Nebuchadnezzar was slow to learn. Today we will see that 
God did not give up on this proud king. God gave him 
another chance to learn. Do you think he learned it the 
easy way or the hard way? 

 

Guide the Study 
4. Invite a volunteer to read aloud Daniel 4:1-2 from the 
Study Guide. Say: This chapter begins with the king telling 
the story himself. He wants to tell everyone in his kingdom 
what God has done for him.  Ask: What word does the king 
use to describe the things God has done for him? 
(wonderful) How does he describe God? (the Most High 
God). How do you think the king feels about this story?  
 
5. Ask another volunteer to read aloud Daniel 4:4-5a. 
Explain that the events of chapter 4 happened about 30 
years after those of chapters 2 and 3. Lead a discussion to 
review the events of those chapters. As you do, begin a 
comparison chart on the board such as the example on the 
following page. List key points about the dream and its 
meaning. Ask: What lesson do you think God wanted the 
king to learn from these events in his life? 
 
6. Call for a volunteer to read aloud Daniel 4:8. Ask: How 
does the king describe Daniel? (the spirit of the holy gods 
is in him) What do you think this means? (Nebuchadnezzar 
could see that Daniel was different, but he still did not 
really understand about the One True God.) 
 
7. Using Daniel 4:9-18 (not provided in the Study Guide) 
as background, explain that the king dreamed of a beautiful 
tree that was cut down by an angel. The roots—that is, the 
king—were allowed to remain in the ground. They lived 
with the wild animals for seven periods of time.  
 
8. Call for a class member to read Daniel 4:19 for the class 
and another to read aloud the third paragraph of the Study 
Guide section entitled “A Warning.” Direct class members 
to the Word List and discuss the meanings of the words 
reluctant and warning. Ask: Why do you think Daniel was 
reluctant to tell the meaning of the dream to the king? How 
do you think Daniel felt toward King Nebuchadnezzar? 
What does this tell us about Daniel? 
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     Say: Isn’t God good to give us time 
to learn the lessons of life and to change 
our ways? Isn’t He good to teach us, 
even when it hurts? It is never fun to 
learn our lessons the hard way, but God 
always knows what is best for us. We 
can trust that He has a plan and He will 
be faithful to finish it. 
 
14. End in prayer that we might let God 
teach us and change us into people who 
will honor Him in all the events and 
lessons of our lives. 
 

Extra Teaching Ideas 
♦ Draw a simple picture of a tree with 
leaves and roots on the marker board 
and have class members make a copy. 

Instruct class members to fill in the trunk of the tree 
with lessons they learned as a child, such as walking, 
talking, reading, counting, etc. Then move to the leaf 
area and instruct them to 
fill it in with lessons 
learned as an adult. 
Finally, have them fill in 
the root area with lessons 
they have learned about 
God. 
     After giving several 
moments for class 
members to fill in their 
trees, say: In today’s 
lesson, we will learn about King Nebuchadnezzar’s 
dream about himself as a tree! For a second time, God 
used a dream to try to teach the king that the One True 
God is the only all-powerful King of Kings.  
 

Guide the Study 
♦ Read Daniel 4:10-17 to present the king’s dream. Also 
read Daniel 4:20-26 to present Daniel’s interpretation.  
     Then say: The tree in the king’s dream was a picture 
of his life. Then God sent an angel to cut it down. Only 
the stump was left. The king lost everything. 
Ask: What would happen to you if God did this to you? 
What would you have if God took everything but your 
stump?   
 

Encourage Application 
♦  Teach the meaning of the idiom “to take credit,” 
which is provided in the Word List. After discussing the 
meaning, have class members list things they take credit 
for in their lives. 
     Next, teach them the meaning of “to give credit,” — 
to say that someone else did something important. Now 
have class members look back at their lists and consider 
who else should get credit for those things (perhaps 
spouses, parents, co-workers, teachers, God). Then lead 
a discussion on the difference gratitude and humility 
make in our attitudes and in our lives. 
 

9. Add another column to the comparison chart on the 
board and list key ideas about this second dream. 
 
10. Ask volunteers to read aloud Daniel 4:25-27. Lead a 
discussion of the dream’s meaning and add items to the 
chart on the board. Draw attention back to verse 27 and 
say: Daniel seemed to say that if the king stopped 
sinning, this dream might not come true. Then ask: Do 
you think Daniel spoke the truth? Could the king have 
escaped this punishment by changing his ways?  
 
11. Invite class members to read aloud Daniel 4:29-31, 
33. Ask: Did the dream come true right away? (No.) 
How much time passed between verse 27 and 29? (12 
months) Why do you think God waited to punish the 
king for his pride? (To give him time to change) 
Instruct class members to circle all the personal 
pronouns in verse 30 (I, my). Then ask: Did the king 
listen to Daniel’s warning? (No.) 
     Read aloud the Study Guide section entitled 
“Judgment” for the class. Ask: Do you remember the 
word Nebuchadnezzar used to describe what God had 
done for him at the beginning of this chapter? 
(wonderful) Is that the word you would use to describe 
these events in Nebuchadnezzar’s life? 
 
12. Call for volunteers to read aloud Daniel 4:34, 37. 
Ask: Do you think the king finally learned his lesson? 
What was “wonderful” about it? 
 

Encourage Application 
13. Say: God gave King Nebuchadnezzar many chances 
to learn. Let’s look at some other verses from the Bible 
that help explain why God would do that. Divide the 
class into four groups and assign each group one of the 
following verses: Jeremiah 29:11, Romans 2:4, 
Philippians 1:6, and 2 Peter 3:9. Instruct each group to 
read the assigned verses and discuss how they relate to 
what happened to Nebuchadnezzar. Allow time for 
groups to work together then invite them to share their 
thoughts with the whole class. 
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The First Dream The Second Dream 

• The king dreamed about a statue. 

• The dream made the king feel troubled. 

• The king asked wise men to tell him the dream. 

• Wise men could not tell the dream to the king. 

• Daniel asked for time to pray. 

• God answered Daniel’s prayers. 

• Daniel told the dream to the king. 

• Daniel told the meaning of the dream to the king. 

• Statue had four parts. 

• The head of gold was a picture of Babylon. 

• A stone would crush the statue. 

• The stone was a picture of God’s Kingdom. 

• The king was comforted. 

• The dream would come true in many years. 

• The king dreamed about a tree. 

• The dream made the king afraid. 

• The king asked wise men to tell him its meaning. 

• The wise men could not explain the dream. 

• Daniel came “at last.” 

• Daniel knew the meaning at once. 

• Daniel did not want to give the king bad news. 

• Daniel told the meaning of the dream to the king. 

• The tree was a picture of King Nebuchadnezzar. 

• The tree would be cut down. 

• The king would live like an animal for 7 years. 

• But the king would become king again. 

• Daniel warned the king to give up his pride and 

honor God. 

• The dream would come true soon. 



Lesson Focus 
Our lives are in God’s hands. It is a place of safety for believers 
but a place of judgment for those who do not know Him.  
 
Bible Text 
Daniel 5:1-2, 4-6, 8-11a, 12b-13, 16-17, 23-28, 30-31 
 
Memory Verse 
“In His hand is the life of every living thing and the breath of all 
men.” (Job 12:10) 

Prior Preparation 
♦ For Connect with Life #1, collect and print pictures of 
different people holding hands such as the ones shown to 
the right. Also print a picture of a pointing finger. 

♦ For Connect with Life #2, make index cards or sentence 
strips with the following verses in an easy-to-read version: 
Psalm 145:16, Isaiah 41:10, Psalm 16:8, Psalm 89:13, 
Psalm 32:4, and Psalm 39:10. 

♦ For Encourage Application #12, print the following 
Scripture passages in an easy-to-read version on separate 
cards for use in group work: Isaiah 49:15-16, John 10:27-
30, and John 20:24-28. 

♦ For Extra Teaching Ideas/Connect with Life, bring a 
collection of measuring tools to class: a ruler, a scale, a 
tape measure, and a thermometer. 

♦ For Extra Teaching Ideas/Encourage Application make 
copies of the charts on the next page for class members to 
fill in during the discussion. 
 

Connect with Life 
1. Begin class by displaying pictures of people holding 
hands. As you hold up each picture, ask: How do you think 
the people in this picture are feeling? Note that the feeling 
is a bit different between different people. Read aloud the 
first paragraph of the introduction in the Study Guide and 
ask: What are some ways that you have used your hands to 
speak to others? 
 

2. Pass out the cards or sentence strips of the verses 
prepared in advance to strong readers. One by one, ask 
each person to read the verse then tell how God uses His 
hand in that verse. Say: God uses His hand to punish and 
correct us when we do wrong. But He also uses His hand 
to give us help, to protect us, and to give us comfort. We 
will see God’s hand in our story today. For one person, 
God’s hand causes fear and shaking. But for another, 
God’s hand is a place of safety. 

 

Guide the Study 
3. Invite volunteers to read aloud Daniel 5:1-2, 4 from the 
Study Guide. Explain that Belshazzar was the son or 
grandson of King Nebuchadnezzar. Belshazzar took over 
as king after Nebuchadnezzar died. Ask: How do people 
usually feel when a new ruler takes over? Allow people 
from other nations to share if they have experienced a 
change in rule in their home country. Note that sometimes 
people are frightened at what the new ruler might do, and 
sometimes they are excited for changes. But a new ruler 
always promises change of some sort, good or bad. 
 
4. Quickly review Lesson 5 and the painful lesson God 
gave to Nebuchadnezzar. Remind class members that the 
Scripture began with the king telling the story himself. 
Then ask: Do you think Belshazzar knew the story of 
Nebuchadnezzar losing his kingdom and his mind? Do you 
think he learned the lesson for himself? Why or why not?  
 
5. Remind class members of the idiom taught in Lesson 5: 
to take credit. Ask: How did Belshazzar get the holy cups 
from the Temple of God? (Nebuchadnezzar brought them 
from Jerusalem when he was king.) Do you think 
Belshazzar was taking credit for something he did not do?  
 
6. Ask another volunteer to read aloud Daniel 5:5-6. Ask: 
Where do you think this hand came from? Do you think the 
message it wrote was good or bad for King Belshazzar? 
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Extra Teaching Ideas 
Connect with Life 
♦ Write the following riddle on the board for class 
members to read as they enter the classroom: I am a 
king, but I am also used to measure. What am I? 
    Begin class by asking if anyone knows the answer. 
Take a few guesses then confirm the answer by holding 
up a ruler. Say: Another name for a king is a ruler. A 
king rules when he gives commands and laws. 
     Then explain that the word ruler can also mean a 
measuring device. Set out other measuring tools such as 
a scale, a tape measure, and a thermometer. Explain that 
in Daniel’s time, things such as gold and silver were 
valued by how much they weighed. Then ask: How do 
we decide the value of something today? Lead a 
discussion on how we value things such as cars, homes, 
etc. Then turn the conversation to how people are often 
valued by their appearance or their abilities. Then ask: 
How does God measure us? What gives us value in 
God’s eyes? 
 

Guide the Study 
♦  Read Daniel 5:24-28. Lead a discussion with 
questions such as: 
— Why couldn’t the wise men understand the meaning 
of the words? (Note that the words were in Aramaic, a 
common language at the time.) — Why do you think 
words about weighing and measuring were used? — 
How would you feel if you saw a giant hand write on a 
wall? — Have you ever heard the expression, “The 
hand-writing on the wall”? What do you think the 
expression is supposed to mean?  
 

Encourage Application 
♦  Ask class members to name some things people 
treasure and list responses on the board. Ask: Are there 
any of these treasures that you would like to have? If 
you could have a lot of one treasure, which one would 
you choose? Then as a class, select one item on the list 
to use in the following chart. Pass out a copy of the 
chart to each class member and ask them to fill in their 
own answers. Allow time, then ask volunteers to share. 
     Next, hand out copies of the second chart and ask 
class members to think about God as a treasure. Again, 
ask class members to fill in their responses then ask for 
volunteers to share. Lead a discussion of how God 
enriches our lives in ways that no other treasure can. 
 

7. Call for volunteers to read aloud Daniel 5:8-11a, 12b. 
Remind the class that twice before Nebuchadnezzar had 
found his wise men unable to explain the dreams he 
had. Yet now King Belshazzar did the same thing, and 
again they could not help. Then say: But the queen 
remembered Daniel. Ask: What does the queen say 
about Daniel? (He has the spirit of the holy gods, and 
he can tell what the message means.) Guide the class in 
a discussion of how Daniel’s faithfulness to God made 
him someone people respected and trusted, even those 
who did not know the One True God. 
 
8. Call for a class member to read Daniel 5:13, 16-17. 
Ask: What did Belshazzar offer to Daniel if he could 
explain the message? How did Daniel respond? Why do 
you think Daniel did not want the king’s reward? Point 
out that Daniel knew what was about to happen and that 
the king’s promises might not still be good after this 
night. Also point out that Daniel had a greater treasure 
in his relationship with God.  
 
9. Call for strong readers to read aloud the first two 
paragraphs in the Study Guide section entitled 
“Consequences.” Ask: Do you think Daniel was brave 
to speak to the new king this way? From where did he 
get his bravery?  
 
10. Ask a volunteer to read aloud Daniel 5:23. Ask: 
What does Daniel call God? (the God Who holds your 
life and your ways in His hand) How do you think 
Belshazzar felt about being in God’s hand? How do you 
think Daniel felt about being in God’s hand? How do 
you feel about being in God’s hand? 
 
11. Invite class members to read aloud Daniel 5:25-28. 
Explain that these words were used to measure the 
weight of things like gold and silver to determine their 
value. Say: God measured Belshazzar and judged him. 
The judgment came that very night, and Belshazzar was 
killed that very night. The message on the wall was not 
a warning to change. It was a sentence of judgment. 
Ask: Why do you think God did not give Belshazzar 
another chance like He did with King Nebuchadnezzar?  
 

Encourage Application 

12. Say: Many people have good reasons to fear God as 
their Judge. But the Bible tells us that those who believe 
in Jesus as their Savior do not need to be afraid.  
     Divide the class into three groups and give each 
group one of the following passages to read and discuss: 
Isaiah 49:15-16, John 10:27-30, and John 20:24-28. 
Instruct each group to read their assigned passage, 
looking for what it teaches about being in God’s hands. 
Allow time for groups to work together, then invite 
groups to report their findings to the class. 
     Following the discussion, read aloud Romans 8:1 for 
the class. Then read the last paragraph of the Study 
Guide aloud. Offer to be available after class to speak 
with anyone who wants to make sure that they are safe 
in God’s hands. Then end in prayer. 
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If I Had A Lot of _____________ 

I would do 
(3 verbs) 

I would be 
(3 adjectives) 

I would have 
(3 nouns) 

If God Is My Treasure, _____________ 

I will do 
(3 verbs) 

I will be 
(3 adjectives) 

I will have 
(3 nouns) 



Lesson Focus 
To lead adults to learn that their safety lies in a heart-to-heart 
relationship with God. 
 
Bible Text: Daniel 6:1-10, 13-23 
 
Memory Verse: “Keep awake! Watch at all times. The devil is 
working against you. He is walking around like a hungry lion 
with his mouth open. He is looking for someone to eat.”   
(I Peter 5:8) 

Prior Preparation 
♦ For Connect with Life #1, bring two ping-pong paddles 
and two balls to class. 

♦ For Guide the Study #8, prepare an exercise sheet using 
the idioms of control such as the one on the following 
page. Make a copy for each student.  

♦ For Encourage Application #11, prepare 8 posters with 
one piece of the memory verse on each poster. Split the 
verse into these sections:  

♦  For Extra Teaching Ideas/Encourage Application, print 
Colossians 4:2 on a card or bookmark to be distributed. 

 

Connect with Life 
1. Begin the lesson by inviting two students to come 
forward. Hand them each a ping pong paddle and ball.  

Say: I want you to bounce the ball on the paddle without 
dropping it. I am going to time you. When the time is up, I 
will announce the winner. 
     Allow students to compete and announce the winner. 
Note the responses of the winner and loser. Say: To win 
this game, one has to keep the ball under control by 
focusing on the goal. It is easy to get distracted and lose 
the game. We all want to be winners, to be respected. We 
want our lives to matter. We want to be in control. And we 
all want pleasure in living. These three things are not 
wrong, but they can become problems if we do not keep 
our focus on God and His plans for our lives.  
 

Guide the Study 
2. Introduce the Word List. Emphasize in control, which 
means that one has the ability to make decisions and under 
control, which means that one is being handled or 
managed by someone else. 
 
3. Use the picture page to briefly tell the story of Daniel in 
the lion’s den, using the sentences below. 

4. Invite several volunteers to retell the story in their own 
words, if possible.  
 
5. Enlist a reader for Daniel 6:1-6. Ask: How did wanting 
to be important cause the other leaders to sin? (They did 
not work harder, but instead set a trap for Daniel.)  
Is it wrong to want to do important work? (No.)   
What was the only thing they could find against Daniel? 
(He prayed to the living God.)  
 
6. Use the third paragraph in the Study Guide section 
entitled “Prestige or Prayer?” to lead a discussion on why 
the law was poorly written. (For a short period of time, it 
would stop all business, government, and religion. All 
questions had to go to the king.)  
    Ask: What was the lie the other leaders told the king? 
What does that tell you about the leaders? (dishonest) 
What does it tell you about King Darius? (easily tricked) 
Who would have not agreed to this law? (wise Daniel) 
 
7. Lead a discussion of Daniel’s prayer life. Invite a class 
member to read the last two paragraphs in the Study Guide 
section entitled “Prestige or Prayer?” Make the point that 
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When Faith Is Attacked 

 

Lesson 7: 
Faith Faces Danger 

1. Daniel loved God and wanted to talk to Him three times a 

day. 

2. The king wanted to put Daniel over all the other rulers in 

the land. 

3. The jealous rulers asked the king to sign a new law 

against praying. 

4. Daniel kept praying and trusting God. 

5. The king had to obey the law and throw Daniel in the 

lion's pit. 

6. The king worried about Daniel all night. 

7. But Daniel was safe in God's care. 

8. The next morning the king wrote a new law praising God. 

“Keep awake! Watch at all times. 

The devil is working against you. 

He is walking around like a hungry lion 

with his mouth open. 

He is looking for someone to eat.” 1 Peter 5:8 



relationship with You will lead us to be important in 
Your kingdom. Lead us to give up control of our lives 
and be under Your control. And help us to seek Your 
peace more than we seek the pleasures of this life.” 
 

Extra Teaching Ideas 
Connect with Life 
♦ Begin the lesson with these questions. 

• Do you think God was in control of the world long 
before you were born? 

• Do you think God will continue to be in control of 
the world after you are gone from it? 

• Why is it hard for us to trust God’s control of the 
world while we are living in it? 

 

Guide the Study 
♦ Discuss Daniel’s prayer life using these four P’s. 

A Prayer Place: Where did Daniel pray? Do you have 
a special place where you go to pray? Why is it good to 
have a prayer place? 

A Prayer Position: Is it important to get down on your 
knees? Why does it seem like we make a better 
connection to God on our knees? Do you often hold 
hands with other believers when you pray? Why do we 
do that? 

Prayer Periods: When did Daniel pray? Why is it 
important to have special times that remind us to pray? 

A Prayer Pattern: What two things were always in 
Daniel’s prayers? (requests and thanks) What are some 
areas Daniel must have asked for God’s help? What are 
some things for which Daniel must have been thankful? 
Why is it important to both ask for our needs and to 
thank God in our prayers? 
 

Encourage Application  
♦ Invite someone to read Colossians 4:2: “Devote 
yourselves to prayer, keeping alert in it with an attitude 
of thanksgiving.” Say: We live in a dangerous world, 
but being aware of the danger is not enough. We must 
go to God in prayer and always remember to be 
thankful for His care and guidance. Distribute cards to 
use as bookmarks or reminders. 

we cannot demand answered prayer by praying 
memorized prayers out of habit. God responds when we 
pray from our hearts. We trust His wisdom to answer in 
His ways and His time.  
 
8. Invite the class to fill in the blanks in the Idioms of 
Control exercise.  

Answers: Daniel was a man in control of other men. But 
Daniel was under the control of God. He trusted God to 
take control of everything in his life. He had no control 
over the king. The other leaders let their jealousy of 
Daniel get out of control.  

 
9. Enlist a reader for Daniel 6:13-17. Ask: How did the 
king try to take control? (He worked all day to find a 
way around the new law.) Why did the king put a stone 
over the opening to the lion’s pit? (To protect Daniel). 
How would the other leaders feel about having to put 
their seals on the stone? (They probably didn’t want to 
seal the stone.)  
 
10. Have someone read Daniel 6:18-27. Ask: When is it 
wrong to want to have some pleasure in life? (When 
pleasure becomes  more important than our relationship 
with God.) How is pleasure not the same as peace? 
How much time, money and effort do you spend seeking 
pleasures that cannot bring you peace? How can we 
have peace in our lives? How can we have a close  
heart-to-heart relationship with God that brings us 
peace? (We must live according to God’s Word and be 
persons of prayer.) 
 

Encourage Application 
11. Distribute the 8 posters you prepared of today’s 
memory verse to 8 students. Allow them to sort 
themselves into the right order at the front of the 
classroom. Ask each person to read their part of the 
verse aloud in order. Invite the class to read the verse 
together several times. 
 
12. Ask: Have you ever been unaware of the danger 
around you? What are some dangers we should all be 
alert to avoid? Say: A pastor in a country that is not 
friendly to Christians once said, “The government 
workers are not our enemies. They are being used by 
our Enemy.” What does this mean? 
 
13. End in prayer: Help us, Lord, to choose seek Your 
will in prayer. Help us to know that our close 
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Daniel was a man ______ control of other men.  

But Daniel was _________ the control of God.  

He trusted God to _______ control of everything in 
his life.  

He had no control ________ the king.  

The other leaders let their jealousy of Daniel get  

____________ control. 

“Devote yourselves 
to prayer, 

keeping alert in it 
with an attitude 

of thanksgiving.” 

Colossians 4:2 

Photo source: http://www.aljanh.net/lion-wallpapers/4040231309.html  
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Lesson Focus 
To lead adults to understand that God will one day judge the 
world according to His standard of right and wrong. 
 
Bible Text 
Daniel 7:2-18, 23, 25-27 
 
Memory Verse  
“And He [Christ] was given power and shining-greatness, and 
was made King, so that all the people of every nation and 
language would serve Him. His rule lasts forever. It will never 
pass away. And His nation will never be destroyed.” 
(Daniel 7:14) 

Prior Preparation 
♦ For Connect with Life #2, prepare cards to be read 
aloud with the scenarios provided in the next column. 

♦ For Guide the Study #5, supply markers for artists in 
your group. Consider printing drawings of the four 
animals for groups to copy such as the ones provided on 
the next page. Other pictures of the animals can be found 
at the following website: 

http://freebibleimages.org/illustrations/yl-daniel-visions/ 

♦ For Guide the Study #10 and #12, and Encourage 
Application #11, make cards with the following verses to 
be read aloud: Mark 9:3, Matthew 24:30, and John 10:10. 

♦  For Extra Teaching Ideas/Guide the Study, prepare 
these scripture passages on cards for readers: 
Psalm 18:8-15, Ezekiel 1:26, Matthew 24:30, Mark 9:3, 
Revelation 1:7, Revelation 1:13-14, and Revelation 7:9. 

  

Connect with Life 
1. Begin class by writing on the board, “can’t see the 
forest for the trees.” Help class members to understand 
that this saying means to be unable to understand the 
whole situation because one pays too much attention to 
the smaller parts.  
 

2. Enlist volunteers to read the examples you prepared 
before class. Then ask for other examples of someone who 
“can’t see the forest for the trees.”  

 
3. Say: The passage we will read today can be very scary. 
We can focus so much on the details that we lose the truth 
that God wants us to understand. No matter what the 
details of our lives or history seem to say, God is in 
control. If we knew everything that God knows, we would 
want things just exactly as He has planned them. 
 

Guide the Study 
 4. Invite a reader for Daniel 7:2-8. Ask: Have you ever 
had a bad dream that frightened you? What do you think 
makes us have bad dreams?   
     Say: This dream came from God to Daniel for a 
purpose. Daniel got to see into the future. What do you 
think frightened Daniel in this dream? 
 
5. Form four groups or pairs and assign each group one of 
the animals. Ask them to come to the board and draw what 
they think each of these animals must have looked like. Or 
provide them with pictures to try to copy. Make the point 
that these were not the beautiful and perfect animals God 
created. When the fourth group has difficulty drawing that 
animal, say: Daniel did not use the name of a known 
animal to describe this one. All we know is that it had iron 
teeth and ten horns. It was very frightening. The first three 
animals kill to eat, but this one kills to destroy. What 
makes you think the violence of this animal is senseless? 
(It eats then crushes what is left.)  
 
6. Say: The message of this chapter is not about these four 
animals. We can’t see the forest for the trees by looking at 
the details of these animals. The next verses describe the 
“forest” of God’s power and judgment. 
 
7. Say: The scene changes from a frightening one to a 
beautiful one in Daniel 7:9-12. Invite someone to read 
these verses. 
 
8. Invite an artist to depict God on His throne on the board. 
Say: The evil beings are animals in a dark and stormy sea, 
but Daniel sees God in human form surrounded by light 
from His own fire. Why would God appear in a body much 
like ours? (We are made in the image of God.)  
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Lesson 8: By Faith,  
Daniel Sees God 

An English teacher catches every grammar mistake but 
does not understand the deeper thoughts of the student. 

 

A gardener is so busy pulling every weed that she also 
pulls up the flowers coming up in her garden. 

 

A student enjoys many classes in college but is unable to 
graduate because those classes are not part of any 
degree plan. 



Guide the Study 
♦ As you approach each section of the Scripture today, 
consider using these additional passages if your class is 
more fluent. Point out that Daniel was not the only one 
to see God in all His glory. 
    As you read the verses in Daniel, ask volunteers to 
read these confirming passages from David, Jesus, 
Ezekiel and John. 

 
 

9. Ask: What does God’s pure white clothing and hair 
tell us about Him? (He is holy.) What does the burning 
fire and river of fire tell us about God? (He has power 
to purify.) Do you think the people were afraid of God 
on His throne? What do you think the books contain? 
(events and actions to be judged by God)  
 
10. Say: When Jesus appeared on a mountain to Peter, 
James, and John in all His glory, He looked much like 
Daniel’s description of God. Ask a class member to 
read Mark 9:3 aloud for the class. 
 
11. Point out verse 11 in which Daniel keeps looking at 
God but hearing the prideful words of the fourth animal. 
Ask: Do you think Daniel was looking to see what God 
would do about that prideful one? How does God judge 
these four animals? (Three have their power taken 
away. The fourth is killed and thrown into the fire.) 
 
12. Invite a reader for verses 13-14. Say: Jesus often 
referred to Himself as the Son of Man. What is different 
about the rule of Jesus and the rule of these animals? 
(Jesus’ rule cannot be destroyed and will never end.) 
Ask someone to read Matthew 24:30 where Jesus 
describes His second coming. 
 
13. Enlist someone to read Daniel 7:15-18, 23, 25-27. 
Ask volunteers to read the first two paragraphs in the 
Study Guide section entitled “Truth that Lasts Forever.” 
Emphasize the fact that the promise of Christ’s second 
coming is a reality we can count on because of His 
birth, death, and resurrection. We can trust God’s plan. 
 
14. The description of the fourth king is very 
frightening. Ask: Are there rulers today who speak 
against God? Are there rulers who make it hard for 
God’s people? Does it seem like God is allowing His 
people to be hurt by evil rulers today?  
 

Encourage Application 
15. Invite someone to read John 10:10. Ask: Could the 
robber that Jesus speaks of in this verse be the fourth 
animal/king in Daniel? Can you see forces today that 
want to steal, kill, and destroy? What is the hope of this 
verse? (Jesus came to give us a great, full life. ) 
 
16. End in prayer that we don’t focus on the details of 
these four evil kingdoms and forget to see the bigger 
picture of God’s judgment and goodness. 
 

Extra Teaching Ideas 
Connect with Life 
Begin the lesson with a discussion of the Word List. 
Emphasize the senseless violence that happens when 
our world is deformed by evil. Point out the reality of 
our Redeemer who comes to set all things right. 
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Lesson Focus 
To lead adults to look to God and keep doing what He has 
called them to do, even in evil times, because He is in control of 
all of history. 
 
Bible Text 
Daniel 8:3-11, 15-17, 20-27 
 
Memory Verse 

“In the morning, O Lord, You will hear my voice. In the morning 

I will lay my prayers before You and will look up.” (Psalm 5:3) 

Prior Preparation 
♦ For Connect with Life #1, prepare a bookmark for each 
person using the chant of today’s Memory Verse, such as 
the one on the next page. 
♦ For Guide the Study #3, make three cards that each 
name a category: FAMILY, WARS, and  COUNTRIES 
THAT HAVE TAKEN OVER OTHER COUNTRIES. 

♦ For Guide the Study #6, prepare a card with Luke 1:19 
to be used by a reader in class. 

♦ For Extra Teaching Ideas/Connect with Life, print the 
lyrics to Lauren Daigle’s song, “Look Up, Child” and 
make arrangements to show a video of the song. A video 
can be found at this link: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-4Nx2hEhVRE 

♦ For Extra Teaching Ideas/Encourage Application, make 
copies of the three case studies.  

 

Connect with Life 
1. Begin today’s lesson with the Memory Verse. Give each 
class member a bookmark prepared in advance. Use the 
chant on the bookmark to help learners remember the 
verse. Divide the class into two groups to chant this verse.  

  
2. Ask: What does it mean to look up? (to trust things into 
God’s hands, to expect God to handle our days) 

Guide the Study 
3. On the marker board, write the sentence, “History 
repeats itself.” Elicit suggestions for its meaning.  

     Say: We are going to play a game called Categories. I 
will choose one person to be “it.” (Select your most able 
student to come and face the class.) I will hold up a card 
with a category and the class will name items in that 
category. “It” must guess the category that fits all those 
items. Hold up FAMILY so that “it” cannot see the card. 
Encourage the class to name members of a family until “it” 
is able to identify the category.  
     Continue play with two more categories, choosing two 
more students to be “it.” List items on the board as they are 
called out. Then identify the list with the category name.  
     Call attention to how many wars and countries class 
members were able to name. Say: It must be true that 
history does repeat itself.  
 
4. Review the Word List for the meaning of the word 
condemn. Ask: Is it true that those who do not know 
history are condemned to repeat it? How can knowing 
history protect us from the mistakes of the past? What if 
you knew what might happen in the future? Would you be 
better able to live in hope? 
 
5. Invite someone to read Daniel 8:3-11. Call attention to 
the maps in the Study Guide. Point out that Daniel had this 
dream while living in the Babylonian Empire. Ask 
someone to recall what happened in Daniel’s dream in 
their own words. 
 
6. Invite someone to read Daniel 8:15-17, 20-22. Use the 
first paragraph in the Study Guide section entitled “A 
Search for Understanding” to clarify the significance of 
Gabriel being sent by God to help Daniel understand. 
Enlist a reader for Luke 1:19. Say: Gabriel left the very 
presence of God three times to deliver important 
messages: to Daniel, then 1,000 years later to Zacharias 
and 6 months later to Mary. 
 
7. Clarify the difference in “like a Son of Man” used in 
Daniel 7, and “Son of man” as used in Daniel 8:17. You 
may wish to have someone read the second paragraph in 
this section for clarity.  
 
8. Ask: What was the meaning of this dream, according to 
Gabriel? (It was about the end of time.) Call attention to 
the map of the Persian Empire in the Study Guide. Say: 
Notice the Persian Empire was much bigger than the 
Babylonian Empire. Ask: Which animal stands for the 
Persian Empire? (the ram with two horns) Point out that 
the Persians became much stronger than the Medes. 
 
9. Draw attention to the map of the Greek Empire in the 
Study Guide. Make note that Alexander the Great very 
quickly took over much of the world as a young man. He 
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Christians are being persecuted in your class, ask for 
specifics for which to pray. 
 
17. Read again the Memory Verse, and in addition read, 
Acts 4:29: “And now, Lord, listen to their sharp words. 
Make it easy for your servants to preach Your Word 
with power.” End in prayer, looking up to heaven. Ask 
God to protect believers around the world. Ask for 
boldness to continue the work He has called them to do.  
 

Extra Teaching Ideas 
Connect with Life 
♦ Give each class member a copy of the lyrics to Lauren 
Daigle’s song “Look Up, Child” and read through it. 
Ask: How are you encouraged by the words to the 
verses in this song? After some discussion, show a 
video of the song for the class. 
     Afterwards, say: Don’t we all need the reminder to 
look up to our Father in heaven? Today’s lesson 
reminds us that He is our hope in hard times. 
 

Encourage Application 
♦ Consider using these real cases of how God’s people 
are coping with pressure from evil rulers who are trying 
to make them stop worshipping the one true God. 

was cruel and did a lot of damage to the countries he 
took over, just like the goat crushed the ram. But 
Alexander died when he was only 33 years old.  
 
10. Invite someone to read Daniel 8:23-27. Ask: What 
happened after the goat died? (Four horns grew up out 
of his body.) Say: At the time of Alexander’s death four 
men divided his lands among themselves.  
 
11. Say: That little horn stands for a man named 
Antiochus. He added another name, Epiphanes. This 
name means “Splendid” because he thought of himself 
like one of the Greek gods. Ask: What would a person 
do who thinks he is a god? (be jealous of anyone who 
worshiped the one true God) So Antiochus Epiphanes 
made life very hard for the people of God. He stopped 
them from going to worship at the Temple. He used the 
Temple for his own ugly sacrifices. Finally, he 
destroyed the Temple.  
 
12. Say: Gabriel said that this dream was about the end 
of time. But Persia and Greece are no longer in power. 
You named many wars and times in history when one 
country took over another country. So we can see that 
history does repeat itself. How does it make you feel 
that there will be other little horns who try to stop us 
from worshiping God? 
 
13. Ask: How do the lives of people change when one 
country takes over another country? (money problems, 
lawlessness, people leave their homes) Be sensitive to 
any refugees you may have in class. Say: There are 
many countries today where the people of God are 
being mistreated. What happens when the government 
closes churches? (Often, smaller groups of believers 
meet in secret.)  
  

Encourage Application 
14. Read verse 27 again. Say: Daniel was sick and tired 
for days. At first, he lay on his bed. But Daniel got up 
and did the work God had put him in Babylon to do.  
 
15. Say: God’s people do not give up. What are some 
ways God’s work can go on even when rulers make it 
hard on them?  
 
16. Ask: What can we who are not being pressured by 
our rulers do to help believers who are living in hard 
places? If there are refugees from countries where 
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Rachel’s church had over 2,000 members and has now been 
closed. The building cannot be used. Rachel said, “We had 

one church, now we have 200 small churches all over the city.” 

Pastor J’s church had 200 members and has been closed. He 
meets with one small group, and he has trained four more 
pastors to meet with other small groups. New groups are being 
formed and new pastors are being trained. Once a month, all 

the churches go out to the countryside and celebrate together. 

Pastor B is being followed by police. They want him to tell 
them the names of members of his church and other pastors. 
One night he was very worried and could not sleep. He got up 
and spent time in prayer. Then a believer from the other side 
of the world sent a message that he was in their prayers. He 
responded, “Suddenly understand. It’s wonderful.” 



Lesson Focus 
To lead adults to learn to pray faithfully to attract God’s blessing 
on our world. 
 
Bible Text 
Daniel 9:2-19 
 
Memory Verse 
“O Lord, hear! O Lord, forgive! O Lord, listen and act! For Your 
own good, O my God, do not wait, because Your city and Your 
people are called by Your name.”  (Daniel 9:19) 

Prior Preparation 
♦ For Connect with Life #1, make copies of the pictures or 
drawings of the four beasts from lesson 8. Print all four 
beasts on one sheet of paper and duplicate it four times. 
Find a timer you can project. (A timer can be added to a 
PowerPoint presentation easily.) Obtain 4 markers for each 
of four volunteers. 
♦ For Guide the Study #8, reproduce these verses for class 
members from the New Life Version:  Colossians 2:13, 
Romans 12:18, 1 Timothy 2:2, Romans 5:12 and 
Philippians 1:21. 

♦  For Extra Teaching Ideas/Connect with Life, bring a 
magnet labeled “Prayer and Faithful Living.” Prepare 
paperclips labeled “Blessings,” “Answered Prayer,” 
“Peace,” “Joy,” and “Hope.”  

 

Connect with Life 
1. To introduce the idea of time being up, play the 
following game. Enlist four volunteers to draw the four 
beasts from Lesson 8. Give each a marker and assign the 
beasts in order 1-4. Ask the volunteers to stand in a relay 
line and project the timer. 
    Say: Each of you must go to the board and draw the 
beasts. You have one minute to draw your beast from the 
page I have given you. If number 1 does not complete his 
drawing in the time allowed, number 2 must complete that 
drawing and begin drawing number 2 and so on.  

     Set the timer for 1 minute and say “go!” Reset the timer 
when it runs down for each volunteer until all four have 
had a turn. 
 
2. Ask: How did it make you feel to hear the ticking of the 
clock and know that time was running out? How did it feel 
to know your turn was coming? That may have been the 
way Daniel felt in today’s lesson. He knew that God would 
do what He promised to do. 
 

Guide the Study 
3. Call attention to the four beasts on the board. Review 
with the class and label each.  

 
4. Say: Daniel has seen that God’s Word can be trusted. 
Babylon has fallen to the Medes and Persians just as God 
said would happen. Probably Daniel read Jeremiah 29:10: 
“For the Lord says, ‘When seventy years are completed for 
Babylon, I will visit you and keep My promise to you. I will 
bring you back to this place.” Daniel understood God’s 
promise that the people could go home after 70 years. 
Seventy years? The time had almost come! It was time to 
get ready to return home. Use the information in the Study 
Guide section entitled “Daniel Understood the Time” to 
point out that maybe the younger generation would refuse 
to return to Jerusalem because they had only known 
Babylon as home. 
 
5. Enlist someone to read Daniel 9:2-4. Ask: What did 
Daniel suddenly understand? (It was time to go home.) 
What was Daniel’s first response ? (He turned his attention 
to God in prayer.) What were the first words of Daniel’s 
prayer in verse 4? (“O, Lord, You are great and we fear 
You.”) How important is it to remind ourselves of who 
God is and what He is like when we pray? When God gives 
us understanding, the first thing we should do is go to Him 
in prayer. Beginning our prayers with praise and love for 
God is a good reminder of our need for Him. 
 
6. Invite someone to read Daniel 9:5-11. While Daniel 
understood the times and his people, he also became very 
aware of sin. Ask: Whose sin did Daniel confess? (his own 
and the sin of all the people) Invite someone to read the 
first paragraph in the Study Guide section entitled “Daniel 
Understood Sin.” Say: Daniel took the sins of himself and 
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His people suffer. People see God as Lord when He 
acts.) Ask: Are these reasons that we can be forgiven 
today, too? (Yes! God does not change with the times.) 
 
11. Say: Daniel did not ask God to forgive because he 
and the people were good. He asked for forgiveness 
because God is good and kind. 
 

Encourage Application 
12. Use “Things to Remember” to lead a discussion of 
how this lesson applies to us today.  
 
13. Use “Things to Think About” to guide a final 
discussion. End in a prayer of confession for yourself 
and for the world around us. Ask God to forgive our 
sins because of His goodness.  

 

Extra Teaching Ideas 
Connect with Life 
♦ Use the following activity to relate to the introduction 
in the Study Guide and to demonstrate the meaning of 
attract. Demonstrate that Prayer and Faithful Living 
attract the blessings of 
God by moving the 
labeled magnet near the 
paper clips labeled with 
“Blessings,” “Answered 
Prayer,” “Peace,” “Joy,” 
and “Hope.” Say: Sin 
attracts Death. The way 
we live affects our lives 
and the lives of those 
around us. 
 

Encourage Application 
♦ End the class today with this observation. Chapter 8 
occurs about 551B.C. Remember, B.C. counts 
backwards. So that means 551 years Before Christ. 
Chapter 9 occurs about 539 B.C, 12 years later. In 538 
B.C., (one year later) the first group of Jews returned to 
Jerusalem. One wonders how many would have chosen 
to go home. Ezra 1:5 says it was, “everyone in whose 
spirit the Lord had worked.” There were almost 50,000 
people whose spirits were alive to the Lord’s call. 
Why did they go? Ezra continues: “to go up and build 
the Lord’s house in Jerusalem again.” They were so 
alive in their spirits that God’s house was their first 
priority. How could they pay for the work? Ezra 1:6 
tells us, “All those around them helped them with gifts 
of silver, gold, good things, cattle, and things worth 
much money, besides all that was given as a free-will 
gift.” God had answered Daniel’s prayer. He had 
worked in the hearts of the people for whom Daniel 
prayed. God forgave their sin, and they turned from sin 
and turned to God with their lives and their wealth.  
 

his people very seriously. Ask: How do we know that 
God’s grace is not cheap? (It costs us to confess and 
repent, and it cost God the life of His Son.)  
     Say: Some people think that God blesses simply 
because we believe. This is sometimes called “the 
prosperity gospel.” What do you think that means? God 
wastes nothing in the life of a believer. He uses both 
blessings and trials to draw us closer to Him. 
 
7. Say: Daniel listed several ways that we sin. Refer to 
the second paragraph in the Study Guide section 
entitled “Daniel Understood Sin” for a list of ways we 
sin. Lead a discussion of these avenues of sin and how 
we see them in today’s world. 
 
8. Invite someone to read Daniel 9:12-14. Point out the 
bulleted list of ways sin causes us to die in the Study 
Guide section entitled “Daniel Understood the High 
Cost of Sin.” 
     Write Spirit on the board. Invite a student to read the 
first bullet point. Have another read Colossians 2:13. 
Explain that the first thing to die without a relationship 
with God is our spirits. We grow cold to God, but God 
gives us life again when we turn to Him. 
     Write Relationships on the board. Invite a student to 
read the second bullet point. Have another read Romans 
12:18. Point out that God calls us to a life of peace with 
other people.  
     Write Society on the board. Invite a student to read 
the third bullet point and another to read 1 Timothy 2:2. 
Make the point that prayer changes our world for God’s 
goodness. 
     Write Bodies on the board. Invite a student to read 
the fourth bullet point and another to read Romans 5:12. 
Make the point that all our bodies die because of sin, 
but that is not the end of the story. 
     Write Souls on the board. Invite a student to read the 
last bullet point. Ask another to read Philippians 1:21 to 
make the point that for the believer, death is a doorway 
to souls that live forever with God. For the unbeliever, 
soul death lasts forever. 

9. Ask someone to read Daniel 9:15-19. Invite another 
class member to read the first paragraph in the Study 
Guide section entitled “Daniel Understood God’s 
Mercy.” Ask: How do you think Daniel expected God to 
respond to his prayer of confession? Why would Daniel 
expect God to respond in mercy? 
 
10. Ask: What are the reasons Daniel gave God for why 
He should forgive the people? (God had done it before. 
He always does what is right and good. He suffers when 
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Prior Preparation 
♦ For Connect with Life #1, find free bingo templates such 
as www.quicktemplatefinder.com/index.jhtml?
partner=^CRC^xdm102 and print several for each class 
member or simply bring in blank printer paper (several per 
class member). Also bring a bag full of dried, dark-colored 
beans or pennies to use for markers. 
♦ For Connect with Life #1, bring candy or small prizes for 
winners.  
♦ For Extra Teaching Ideas/Connect with Life, bring 
enough blank note cards for everyone in the class. 
♦ For Extra Teaching Ideas/Encourage Application, make 
copies (in color or black/white) and cut out the bookmarks 
for the end of the lesson or bring scissors and ribbons. 
 

Connect with Life 
1. Write the words “beginning” and “end” on the opposite 
sides of the board at the top before class begins. Write the 
vocabulary word “opposite” at the top in the middle. Write 
the definition of opposite from the Word List under the 
word.  

 As class members 
arrive, ask them to add 
to the list of opposites 
by telling you a word 
and its opposite. Add 
them to the list. If they 
have trouble, suggest a word and have them give you the 
opposite such as: hot/cold, up/down, happy/sad, hard/
easy, right/wrong, light/dark, death/life, etc.  
 After the class has arrived, ask them as a group to call 
out more opposites while you write them on the board. 
Aim for about 30 words total on the board.  
 Pass out the blank Bingo grids you printed before 
class or the blank printing paper you 
brought and draw a 5x5 grid on the 
board or show a blank grid that you 
have drawn and ask class members to 
draw some 5x5 grids themselves. Once 
each student has a grid, say: Choose 
words from the board and write one 
word in each square. We are going to 
play Bingo using these words. When I 
call out a word, you find it on your paper and put a (bean 
or penny) on it like this. Then when you get 5 across like 
this, 5 down like this, or 5 diagonal like this, you yell, 
“Bingo!” The first one with a Bingo gets a prize. 
 If they have played this game before or once they get 
good at it, you can put in a twist by calling out a word 
from the board and having them call out the opposite 
(perhaps write the list on a paper for you and then erase 
the board). After they call out the opposite, they mark 
their papers for that word instead of the word you called. 
 

Guide the Study 
2. Direct class members to the Word List on the first page 
of this lesson. You have already talked and demonstrated 
the last word on the list (opposite), so divide the class in 
half and have one group talk about control while the other 
one talks about events.  
 Say: Let’s say these words together (say and repeat 
each one until they seem comfortable with the 
pronunciation). Each group read the sentence that tells 
what your word means, then find your word in the lesson 
and copy the sentence it is in. Look carefully through the 
lesson to see if you can find it written another time. If you 
do, copy those sentences. Then write your own sentence 
using your word. Carefully consider how much time you 
have for this activity and set a time limit. Have each 
group share with the class. 
 
3. Choose three strong readers, one to read the Daniel 
passage and two to read the Hebrews passage (nine verses 
each). Now read aloud again Daniel 9:24 and the Memory 
Verse, Hebrews 10:10. Explain the relationship of the two 
by first reading aloud the introduction to the lesson.  
 Then say: We will talk about sin and how Jesus put an 
end to sin. I think you will be surprised. Just remember 
that Hebrews 10:10 is the event that Daniel was talking 
about in Daniel 9:24. Let’s see if we can understand this 
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Daniel 9:23-27 
 
Background Text: 
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Memory Verse  
“Our sins are washed away and we are made clean because 
Christ gave His own body as a gift to God. He did this once for 
all time.” (Hebrews 10:10) 

     

     

     

     

     

Opposite 
(not the same; as different as possible) 

  
Beginning                                         End 



Remember section as a listening exercise by having the 
class members close their Study Guides and listen as you 
read the whole section, listening for what might make them 
have hope about the future. Say: Listen carefully to hear 
why it is possible to have hope for today and for the future. 
 
7. Read Jeremiah 29:11 and close in prayer, asking God to 
give hope to each one as they come to understand His love 
and care for them. Give each a bookmark to take home. 
 

Extra Teaching Ideas 
Connect with Life 
♦ Pass out blank note cards and ask class members to write 
what they think will happen in the future. Ask: Have you 
heard of the end times? What do you think will happen in 
the world in the future? How will time and all things end? 
Give time and then collect the cards 
 

Guide the Study 
♦ As a class go through each section and answer the 
questions together as a class as outlined earlier after each 
corresponding section  
 

part of Daniel a little better.  
 
4. Divide the class into four groups. Assign each group 
one of the first four questions from Things to Think About 
and the corresponding section from the Study Guide as 
follows: 
 Question #1 - The Chosen One Will Forgive All Sin 
 Question #2 - The Chosen One Will Win 
 Question #3 - Things to Remember 
 Question #4 - The Chosen One Will Forgive All Sin  
       and Things to Remember 
 Say: Read these sections and look for the answer to 
your question. (Someone in the group can be tasked with 
writing down the answers as a result of the group 
discussion.) Be ready to share your answers with the 
class. Make sure to walk around from group to group as it 
may be difficult to pull the answers from the text and 
lesson at first. Guide them toward these answers: 
 Question #1: This is an opinion question so most 
answers are correct, but the answer should include not 
obeying God by doing what God says is wrong or not 
doing what God tells us to do. As we study the Bible, we 
know what God does not want us to do and what He does 
want us to do. Group 2 will have a tie-in when talking 
about what God says is right and good. Be sure to point 
this out if they ask. 
 Question #2: The short answer to guide 
them toward is: 1. The power of the Holy Spirit 
to do what is right and good rather than sin (the 
verse from Micah 6:8 helps with the definition 
of right and good); 2. Right and good last 
forever in heaven without any sin;  
3. Everything Gabriel said has happened, is 
happening, or will happen. 
 Question #3: God is in control of all 
things. Their feelings and opinions make up 
the rest of the answer. 
 Question #4: John 3:16 is the answer; 
also, understanding how much Daniel was 
loved and we are loved in the same way. 
 
5. Say: I think we have a little better 
understanding now about the meaning of 
Gabriel’s message to Daniel but what about 
the part about the times and events? Let’s look 
at the section called The 70 Weeks. Remember 
as we read that these things are difficult for 
most people to understand but what is written 
here is what some think is the best way to 
understand it. Read that section aloud with 
good vocal inflection that will help the class 
members grasp it a bit better. Feel free to 
expand on what has happened in history as 
you feel led. 
 

Encourage Application 
6. As a class, look at and answer the last 
question (#5) in Things to Think About. Read 
the question and then use the Things to 
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“For I know the plans  

I have for you,” 

says the Lord,  

“plans for  

well-being  

and not for trouble,  

to give you a  

future 

and a 

 hope.” 

Jeremiah 29:11 

“For I know the plans  

I have for you,” 

says the Lord,  

“plans for  

well-being  

and not for trouble,  

to give you a  

future 

and a 

 hope.” 

Jeremiah 29:11 

 



Prior Preparation 
♦ Read over the Adverbs of Frequency Game from this 
website: https://www.eslcafe.com/idea/index.cgi?
display:913701802-1628.txt and modify it as described in 
Connect with Life #1.  
♦ Write Frequency words (not just adverbs) on note cards, 
enough for each class member to have one; start with 
words found in the lesson: suddenly, sometimes, always, 
many, some, all, often, ever, next, now, then, yet, soon. If 
needed, you can add those not found in the lesson: never, 
usually, often, seldom, later. 
♦ Copy and cut out the extra Bible verses on the next page 
to use with Extra Teaching Ideas/Guide the Study as 
described.  
♦ Copy and paste the passages referenced in the second part 
of Extra Teaching Ideas from www.biblegateway.com in 
the New Life Version to make four different groups as a 
variation on the idea. 
 

Connect with Life 
1. As students arrive, allow them to choose a note card 
from a bag or basket and say: You may look at the word on 
the card, but please do not tell anyone else what it is or 
show it to anyone. Play the game as described on the web 
page except that these are simply frequency words. Say: 
walk around the room and ask someone a question that 

they can answer with the word on the card that you have. 
Keep asking questions until they say that word, then they 
can ask you questions. After that, go find another person 
to ask and answer questions. Demonstrate by taking an 
extra card (or using the word “never”) and ask questions 
about things you think class members have never done 
until they answer using that word. For example: How 
often have you jumped out of an airplane? When 
everyone understands these directions, say: Every time 
someone answers with your word, put a check mark on 
your card. When I tell you stop, we will see who has the 
most check marks. Ready, set, go.... 
 After you finish the game and celebrate the winner, 
say: You will see these words (or most of these words) in 
your lesson today to help you understand how often, 
when, or how many times things are going to happen in 
the future. All of these are very useful words to know. 
 

Guide the Study 
2.  Read aloud Daniel 10:1. Say: Chapters 10, 11 and 12 
are the last three chapters and are all the same dream of 
Daniel from the words of the angel that came to help 
Daniel understand it. We will study each chapter in a 
different lesson to finish up our study of Daniel. Then ask: 
What do you think the “battle” is in this verse? If there is 
not much discussion, suggest the possibilities that it is a 
battle between good and bad or between Daniel’s people 
and their enemies, or a battle in the future during end 
times. Say: Daniel had seen a lot of trouble and was still 
in “exile” (in another country where he had been taken as 
a prisoner). Ask: How do you think Daniel felt about 
another battle and more trouble? How would you feel? 
Allow time for answers. 
 
3. Read or have a volunteer read 10:2-3 and then ask: 
How did Daniel feel and what did he do after getting this 
news? After listening to their answers, have four 
volunteers read the section Daniel Got Ready for Prayer, 
one person per paragraph. Ask: How did Daniel get ready 
for praying and how did he pray? (He prayed deeply and 
he stopped eating for 21 days and did not use any oil on 
his dry skin.) 
 
4. Say: God answered Daniel’s prayer. Read aloud 10:4-6 
and then ask: Who do you think the man is that Daniel 
saw? Say: Turn to the first page and listen as I read the 
first section and the section called Understanding Came 
Through Prayer. Read it aloud as class members follow 
and ask again: Now, who do you think the man was? (an 
angel) Say: Some people think this was Jesus looking like 
a man, others say Gabriel or another angel. The 
important part is that he came in answer to Daniel’s 
prayer and he came to help him understand what he saw. 
 
5. Read verses 7-9, 15-17 and ask: Have you ever been so 
afraid that your body was weak and you could not say 
anything? Have you had a bad dream and in the dream 
you wanted to scream but you could not? Say: Talk to 
your partner about your story and listen to theirs. Then 
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Lesson Focus  
To challenge adults to understand the importance of prayer and 
that God hears and answers our prayers. 
 
Focal Text   
Daniel 10:1-21 

 
Memory Verse  
“Then the one who looked like a man touched me again and 
gave me strength.” (Daniel 10:18) 



Guide the Study (for advanced ESL readers) 
♦ Divide the class into four groups; using the extra verses 
printed below, have each group read Daniel 10:1-19 
together and then each group will read the extra passage 
and discuss as follows: 

What is the same as the Daniel passage?  
What is different is different from it?  
What give us hope?   

Then allow each group time to share their answers with the 
class. 
 
♦ Do the same as above with Group 1 using the Revelation 
1 passage but assign these passages to groups 2-3-4:  
Group 2: Isaiah 6:1-10 
Group 3: Luke 22:39-46 
Group 4: 2 Samuel 12:13-23 

read the section called Daniel’s Strong Feeling in Prayer 
together Talk about how you would feel if these things 
happened to you. Why was Daniel feeling this way? Was it 
fear or the 21 days of not eating and deep praying? (both) 
 
6. Read verses 10-14 and 20-21 and have volunteers read 
(or summarize) “Daniel Was Comforted from His Prayer” 
and “Daniel Heard About War Around His Prayer.” Have 
class members stay in the same pairs and answer these 
questions from what they have learned so far. Write them 
on the board: 
• How long had Daniel been praying and not eating? 

(21 days) 
• How many times a day did Daniels pray? (3 times a 

day, Daniel 6:10) 
• When do people pray the most? (opinion) 
• How many people do you know who pray this way? 

(none or not many) 
 

Encourage Application 
7. Combine pair groups to make a group of four people. 
Have each person in the group answer one of the questions 
in “Things to Think About” and discuss with the group. 
Then ask each group to share one or two of the answers or 
stories that they think the whole class should hear. 
 
8. Have all the class members close their Study Guides. 
Then you read aloud Things to Remember, slowly and 
thoughtfully. Close in prayer, asking God to help you and 
each class member to learn how to pray deeply, to ask for 
understanding, and to remember that God loves us and 
answers our prayers. Also, pray for any problems or needs 
that came out during the discussion of the four questions. 
 

Extra Teaching Ideas 
Connect with Life 
♦ Divide the class into pairs. Ask: Who or what brought 
you to this Bible study class for the first time? Say: Talk to 
your partner about how you felt the first time you came. 
Also talk to each other about why you are here today. 
        Then read John 6:44a which are words that Jesus 
spoke: “The Father sent Me. No man can come to Me 
unless the Father gives him the desire to come to Me.” 
Say: If you know it or not, God has worked in your life. 
Jesus said we don’t come to Him because we decide to by 
ourselves. It is God who gives us the desire to come to 
Him. God gave you the desire to come to this study and 
learn about Jesus. Today, we will learn how God worked 
in Daniel’s life. He gave him dreams about the future 
while he was awake. We will read and learn about the 
beginning of Daniel’s last waking dream in this book. We 
will talk about the ways God worked in Daniel’s life. We 
will talk about the way God has worked in our lives. We 
will talk about how we are loved and how God hears our 
prayers.  
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Revelation 1:9-19 
9 I, John, am your Christian brother. I have shared 
with you in suffering because of Jesus Christ. I 
have also shared with you His holy nation and we 
have not given up. I was put on the island called 
Patmos because I preached the Word of God and 
told about Jesus Christ.  
10 I was under the Spirit’s power on the Lord’s 
Day when I heard a loud voice behind me like the 
loud sound of a horn.  
11 It said, “(*I am the First and the Last.) Write in 
a book what you see and send it to the seven 
churches. They are in the cities of Ephesus and 
Smyrna and Pergamum and Thyatira and Sardis 
and Philadelphia and Laodicea.” 
12 I turned around to see who was speaking to me. 
As I turned, I saw seven lights made of gold.  
13 Among the lights stood One Who looked like 
the Son of Man. He had on a long coat that came to 
His feet. A belt of gold was around His chest.  
14 His head and His hair were white like white 
wool. They were as white as snow. His eyes were 
like fire.  
15 His feet were like shining brass as bright as if it 
were in a fire. His voice sounded like powerful 
rushing water.  
16 He held seven stars in His right hand. A sharp 
sword that cuts both ways came out of His mouth. 
His face was shining as bright as the sun shines at 
noon. 
17 When I saw Him, I fell down at His feet like a 
dead man. He laid His right hand on me and said, 
“Do not be afraid. I am the First and the Last.  
18 I am the Living One. I was dead, but look, I am 
alive forever. I have power over death and hell.  
19 So write the things you have seen and the things 
that are and the things that will happen later. 



Prior Preparation 
♦ For Connect with Life #1, write the name of each class 
member at the top of separate notecards and bring extra 
blank note cards for any visitors. 
♦ For Encourage Application #5, look up “3 Circles 
Evangelism” on youtube.com and either be prepared to 
demonstrate how to share the gospel in this manner or 
show the video: www.youtube.com/watch?v=5W8yn 
RMr59k&t=27s  You can also download the app called 
“LifeonMission.”  
♦ For Extra Teaching Ideas/Guide the Study, search the 
web for some of the names and places mentioned in the 
lesson (Cambyses, Smerdis, and Darius 1, Xerxes 1, 
Alexander the Great, Ptolemy, Seleucus, etc.) to make a 
PowerPoint to show maps of what those countries 
controlled, images of rulers, etc. 
 

Connect with Life 
1. Look at the activity called Super Superlatives at this link 
in Dave’s ESL Café online: www.eslcafe.com/idea/
index.cgi?display:1160828082-25222.txt  This activity is 
modified some from that one. Start a list on the board of 
good words to talk about class members such as: nice, 
happy, smart, kind, pretty, tall, funny, etc. As class 
members come in, ask them to add to the list. Say: Write a 

good word or two on the board that you might use to talk 
about the people in this class.  
 When everyone has arrived and added their words, 
ask the class: How can we change these words to tell 
about each other in a way that everyone would know who 
we are talking about? For example, _____ is the tallest 
person in the class.  
 Change each word into its superlative form by adding 
“est” as described in the activity with the help of the class. 
Then have each class member close their eyes and choose 
a card from those you prepared with the name of a class 
member on each. Say: Make a list of words from the 
board or write your own good word that tells about the 
person whose name is written on your card. This is for a 
guessing game so don’t tell anyone whose name is on 
your card. Try to write at least three of these words.  
 Have each class member read the list on their card in 
this format: This person is the _____, ____, ____  person 
in our class. Who is it? Give time for class members to 
guess who it is. As each one is guessed, have the class 
member who read it give it to the person who was 
described on the card as an encouragement to that person. 
If yours is an academically-minded class, share that these 
are called superlatives but otherwise just concentrate on 
the positive aspects of being encouraging to each other. 
Then say: There are two “est” words (superlatives) in our 
lesson today and four in the verses. See if you can find 
them all. 
  

Guide the Study 
2. This lesson has many verses, so for the sake of time, it 
is best to break the class into groups after reading through 
the introduction. Break the class into five groups. Say: 
The first four sections have strange names because they 
are the names of the kings or groups from our history that 
Daniel wrote about before they lived. The fifth section is 
about what has not yet happened. Each group will read 
the verses for their section, then read their section and 
study it. Each group should write something about what 
they learned that they can share with the class. Be sure to 
circulate from group to group as they are working to make 
sure they understand and are not getting stuck.  
Here are the groups you will need: 
 

Section Name   Verses 
Persia and Greece   Daniel 11:2-4 
Seleucids and Ptolemies  Daniel 11:5-9 
Antiochus 3 the Great   Daniel 11:10-15 
Antiochus 4 Epiphanes  Daniel 11:21-27 
The Antichrist   Daniel 11:36-45 

 
 When each group is ready to present, ask them to 
stand and tell the class what they learned. One person may 
speak for the group or each person can talk about part of 
their report. Allow time for other students to ask questions 
and consider some follow-up questions if none are asked 
by others. After each report, ask that group if they saw 
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Lesson Focus  
Encourage adults to understand that God is in control, knowing 
all of time from history to the present to the future, which He 
has told us in the Bible. We can trust God and His Word. 
 
Focal Text   
Daniel 11:2-15, 21-27, 36-45 
 
Memory Verse  
“But nothing will come of it, for the end will still come at the 
chosen time.” (Daniel 11:27b) 



are shown below:  

Coins showing the profile of Antiochus IV Ephiphanes; coin 
inscription is in Greek: “King Antiochus, God manifest, bearer of 
victory” (Source: Classical Numismatic Group, Inc. 
www.cngcoins.com) 
 
A stone relief of 
Darius in Persepolis  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Encourage Application 
♦ Bring in and demonstrate your favorite way to share the 
gospel such as Evangecube, the Four Spiritual Laws, 4 
Fields, etc. If you have a favorite gospel tract, bring in 
enough for all the class members and read through it 
together, teaching them how to use it. 
 

any “est” words. Allow them to quickly look through their 
section and locate them. Remind them that “best” is an 
“est” word.  
 
3. Go through Things to Think About questions together 
as a whole class. Help to guide the discussion of these 
questions. 
 
 

Encourage Application 
4. Read the Things to Remember section aloud to the 
class, being prepared to answer any questions about being 
ready. Explain that they can be ready for Jesus’ return by 
trusting Jesus to be their Lord and Savior. One type of 
presentation for this purpose is The Three Circles. You 
can watch the presentation and/or use the application that 
can be downloaded. This will be good for any believers 
who want to know how to share their faith, but of course, 
will be good for those who want to know how to believe. 
  
5. Say: We do not know when Jesus will come back. But 
we do know that God’s Word is true. We know that Jesus 
is coming back some day. Because we know this, we 
should want to pray for our family and friends who are not 
followers of Jesus. We should also plan a time to tell them 
about our faith. If you are not a follower of Jesus, you can 
choose to become one today. I or any of your classmates 
who know Jesus would be happy to talk to you more about 
it today. 
 
6. End with a sincere prayer that all our friends and family 
will be ready when Jesus returns — which could be today! 
 

Extra Teaching Ideas 
Connect with Life 
♦ Tell the class members that many Christians or followers 
of Jesus like talking about the future and what will happen 
in the end times. Ask: Why do you think many followers of 
Jesus like talking about the end times and what will 
happen in the future? 
        Some possible answers are: 
 It’s interesting. 
 Jesus talked about it. (Matthew 24, Mark 13) 
 They like to study the Bible. 
 People like to know about the future. 
 Say: In the last three chapters of Daniel, there is 
much history (written before it happened) but there are 
also some things that will happen in the future (11:36-45). 
Today we will look at the truth of what Daniel wrote by 
looking at history, and then we will talk about how we can 
trust what is in the future to be the truth because of the 
amazing way that history is what Daniel said it would be. 
 

Guide the Study 
♦ If you love and know history, you may want to prepare a 
PowerPoint by pulling up pictures of some of the actual 
people who fulfilled Daniel’s prophecies. A few examples 
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Prior Preparation 
♦ For Connect with Life, prepare index cards with good 
news prompts for the game described below. 
♦ For Guide the Study #3, bring a Bible (any version) to 
show the position of Daniel and Revelation in the Bible. 
♦ For Encourage Application, bring blank note cards and 
pens. 
♦ For Extra Teaching Ideas/Connect with Life, write the six 
Important Facts on poster strips and/or make a list of these 
facts for each student. 
 

Connect with Life 
1. Play the Good News/Bad News game. A full explanation 
can be found at: www.icaltefl.com/good-news-bad-news  
Read examples from 
the website.  
 As students listen 
to each statement from 
the list (shown here), 
have them respond 
with “Yay” for the 
good news and “Oh, 
no!” for the bad news. 
Read one statement at 
a time, pausing to wait 
for the class response. 

  After this story, divide the class into pairs to create 
their own good news/bad news stories. Let each pair 
choose a card from the prompts you prepared or give them 
the choice to make up their own. Here are the samples to 
be written on index cards (modified from the website): 

Guide the Study 
2. Say: Today we will talk about some good news/bad 
news about the end times. Part of the good news is found 
in the Memory Verse today. Look for the bad news and 
good news as we study this lesson. First, let’s memorize 
this verse. 
 Write the verse on the board and underline each word: 
 

And those who lead many to do what is right and  
 

good will shine like the stars forever and ever. 
 
 Read it together and then erase a couple of words 
leaving the lines in place. Read it together again and 
continue that process until all the words are gone and the 
class is able to say the verse by just looking at the blank 
underlines. Encourage them to know that they can do the 
same thing any time they want to memorize something. 
 
3. Ask for one or two volunteers to read the first two 
paragraphs of the Study Guide’s intro to this lesson. Then 
show the position of Daniel in the Bible and the position 
of Revelation. Say: Daniel wrote this book 500 years 
before Christ was born (written around 530 B.C.). Daniel 
was one of the last writers in the Old Testament because 
there was a 400-year gap (a silence when God did not 
reveal messages to prophets) between the books that were 
part of the Old Testament and the New Testament. After 
Jesus was born, it would be almost another 100 years 
before John wrote Revelation in about 95 A.D. So, there 
was about 500 years between Daniel’s writing and John’s 
writing. Because God knows what will happen in the end 

times, both men were told about 
the same events in their visions. 
They wrote about the same events 
because what God showed them is 
true. Jesus told about the same 
things. Paul also wrote about the 
end times. They all wrote the 
same truths. 
 
4. Read aloud Daniel 12:1-4. Say: 
Did you hear the bad news/good 
news? (It is in reverse order in 
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Lesson Focus  
Encourage adults to understand that Jesus is coming back so 
they must put their trust in Him to be with Him forever. Sharing 
Jesus with others is how they can shine like the stars. 
 

Focal Text   
Daniel 12:1-13 

 

Memory Verse  
“And those who lead many to do what is right and good will 
shine like the stars forever and ever.” (Daniel 12:3) 

The good news is I won a million dollars. 

The bad news is the tax man took away almost half of it. 

The good news is I still had lots of money. 

The bad news is a thief took the rest. 

The good news is the police caught the thief. 

The bad news is he had spent all my money. 

The good news is he promised to pay me back everything. 

The bad news is he could only pay one dollar a week. 

The good news is that it’s going to be hot tomorrow. 

The good news is that there’s a big package for me at the 
post office. 

The good news is that I’m going to get a pay raise. 

The good news is that my parents are going to buy me a 
new car. 

https://www.icaltefl.com/good-news-bad-news


1. What kinds of trouble have you heard or learned 
about will happen during the end times? Make a list. 
Which do you think is the worst? 
 
2. If you could see God’s book of life, whose name 
would you try to find first? How long would you look at 
the names in the book? Why? 
 
3. What does God hope followers of Jesus will do? How 
do they shine like stars? 
 
4. What hope is there for followers of Jesus in the 
verses we have studied? 

 
Once finished, have each of the groups report both their 
answers from the Study Guide and from the board. 
 
8. Pass out the blank note cards that you brought. Ask: Who 
do you know whose name is not in God’s book of life?  
 Say: Please write the name of at least one person who 
you want to see added to that list (even yours). Pray for 
that person each day until we meet again. If you have any 
questions, please let me know. I would be happy to help you 
understand. 
 
9. Close by praying that all will soon have their names in 
the book of life and that we, as followers of Jesus, will 
shine like the stars forever and ever. (Be prepared to shine  
by sharing the gospel with any who are not yet followers of 
Jesus.) 
 

Extra Teaching Ideas 
Connect with Life 
♦ Say: Thinking about the end times can be scary. Here are 
some important things to remember.  
       Post the poster stripes you made, reading each aloud 
one by one. Discuss as necessary. Distribute the list to each 
student if you prepared it ahead of time.  
 

IMPORTANT FACTS TO REMEMBER 
 

God is in control. Nothing surprises Him. 
 

Jesus will come again for all His followers. 
 

The world will get worse and worse, and bad things will 
happen in the end times. 
 

Followers of Jesus will be taken out of the trouble when 
Jesus comes back. 
 

The dead will be raised first, and followers of Jesus will go 
with Him to heaven. Those who are not followers of Jesus 
will not go with Him, but will be punished forever and 
separated from God’s presence permanently. 
 

Followers of Jesus should want to help others to know and 
trust Jesus, not wanting anyone to be in hell forever and 
ever.  
 

these verses.) Allow class members a chance to respond. 
Discuss whatever response they give. Then ask for 
volunteers to read (or take turns reading) the nine 
paragraphs. After the second paragraph, stop and talk 
about the bad news/good news again.  
 Read these verses from Matthew 24:30-31 as a 
listening exercise. Say: Listen to what Jesus said about 
this good news. His followers had asked Him about the 
end of time. Listen to how it is the same: 

“Then something special will be seen in the sky telling 
of the Son of Man. All nations of the earth will have 
sorrow. They will see the Son of Man coming in the 
clouds of the sky with power and shining-greatness. 
He will send His angels with the loud sound of a horn. 
They will gather God’s people together from the four 
winds. They will come from one end of the heavens to 
the other.”  

 Ask: How are Jesus’ words the same as Daniel’s 
words? How are they different? (They talk about the same 
event but Jesus gives more information about this event.) 
 Say: This event is called the Second Coming of Jesus. 
He came the first time as a baby to grow up, do miracles, 
die for our sins, and come to life again on the third day 
after His crucifixion. Forty days later, He rose to heaven. 
Jesus is coming a second time to take us out of great and 
terrible trouble to be with Him forever.  
 There is more about this in the section called Things 
to Remember. 
 
5. Continue with volunteer reading with discussion along 
the way about “God’s Book” after paragraph 5. Perhaps 
apply the good news/bad news to being on the list (or not) 
and friends and family members being on the list.  
 Say: How important is it that your name is in God’s 
book of life? What will happen if it is not? What about 
your family? What about your friends? Allow time for 
discussion but if there is none or if the class seems 
confused, say: Let’s continue to find out more. During the 
seventh paragraph, read aloud 1 Thessalonians 4:15-17 
from the last page of the lesson.  
 
6. Read aloud 12:5-13. Follow up with volunteers reading 
the Study Guide section called, “What Will The End Be 
Like?” After the readings, ask: Now do you understand 
what the end will be like?  
 After waiting a moment or two for answers, say: 
Daniel also understood only some of what he wrote. Many 
talk about and try to understand these things. Let’s 
continue by reading the Things to Remember section to 
learn some more about the end times.  
 You (or a teacher) read aloud Things to Remember, 
giving time for questions and discussion. 
 

Encourage Application 
7.  Divide the class members into four groups. Assign 
each group a question from Things to Think About. Add 
additional questions as follows, and write them on the 
board: 
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Lesson Focus 
To lead adults to understand that as a Christian, death is not 
the end. 
 
Bible Text 
Matthew 28:1-10 
 
Memory Verse 
““He is not here. He has risen from the dead as He said He 
would.” (Matthew 28:6)   

Prior Preparation 
 ♦ For Encourage Application #12, find a recording or 
YouTube video of the song, “Because He Lives.” If you 
want to, print out the lyrics for the class: 
www.lyricsmode.com/lyrics/b/bill_gaither/
because_he_lives.html  
♦ For Extra Teaching Ideas/Guide the Study, do an internet 
search on “Reasons to believe in the resurrection of Jesus.” 
Prepare a mini-lecture. 
♦ For Extra Teaching Ideas/Encourage Application, round 
up index cards and pens for each person.  
 

Connect with Life 
1.  Ask the class to think of something that happened to 
them that changed their lives in a big way. Allow them 
time to think, then ask them how, or in what ways their 
lives were changed. Invite a few members to share their 
experiences. Experiences could include graduation, 
marriage, birth of a child, a job hiring or firing, illness, and 
so on. Note that both good and bad experiences can be life-
changing.  
     Say: In today’s lesson about Easter, we will see that 
because Jesus came back from the dead, our own lives are 
changed forever if we believe. 

 

Guide the Study 
2. Ask the class to recall as much as they can about the 
events of Jesus’ life, concentrating on the final week. As 

needed, briefly fill in the details about the Last Supper, the 
arrest and trials, the crucifixion, and the burial.  
     Explain that after Jesus’ body was removed from the 
cross, a faithful follower (Joseph of Arimathea) placed the 
body in his own family’s tomb. Because it was the Day of 
Rest, when Jews were forbidden to work, there was no 
time to properly prepare the body with cleansing and 
spices. All they were able to do was wrap the body in 
strips of cloth. 
 
3. Ask: How do you think the friends and followers of 
Jesus felt when they saw His dead body on the cross and 
after it was taken down? Make a list of descriptive words 
that represent emotions during a grief experience.  
 
4. Have a volunteer read Matthew 28:1-4. Ask: Why do 
you think the soldiers “were shaking with fear and became 
as dead men”? Also ask: Do you think the women were as 
afraid as the soldiers? 
 
5. Read aloud Matthew 28:5-8. Instruct the class to read 
Luke 2:8-18 in their Bibles. Ask what they see in this 
passage that is similar to Matthew 28:1-8. Write their 
answers on the marker board. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6. Point out that the shepherds saw the baby Jesus, but the 
women saw the risen, adult Jesus. Ask: What do you think 
happened when the women saw Jesus and He talked to 
them? What do you think they did as they worshiped Him? 
 
7.  Ask: What is a “miracle”? Help the class come up with 
a working definition, or provide them with a dictionary 
definition: an unusual or wonderful event that is believed 
to be caused by the power of God 
     Next, lead the class in a discussion with questions such 
as: 
— Can  you think of some miracles you have experienced 
or heard about?  
— Are there some “miracles” you believe and some that 
you do not believe? 
— What makes you believe (or not) in a miracle? 
— Why did the women believe that Jesus came back from 
death and was alive? 
 
8. Invite the class to imagine what happened to the women 
who saw the risen Christ. You can explain that the Bible 
says some of them continued to be active in the early 
church. See Acts 12:12. 
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Easter Lesson:  
Because He Lives 

Jesus’ Birth Jesus’ Resurrection 

Luke 2:8-18 Matthew 28:1-8 

Announced by an angel 
“Do not be afraid” 
“Go and see” 
The shepherds were filled 
with joy 
The shepherds went and told 
what they saw 
 

Announced by an angel 
“Do not be afraid” 
“Go and see” 
The women were filled with 
joy 
The women went and told 
what they saw 

https://www.lyricsmode.com/lyrics/b/bill_gaither/because_he_lives.html
https://www.lyricsmode.com/lyrics/b/bill_gaither/because_he_lives.html


♦ Ask the class to think of some of the famous people 
whose lives we remember as holidays or other special 
dates. Examples could include George Washington, 
Abraham Lincoln, Martin Luther King, Jr., Elvis 
Presley, and so on.  
     Then ask: Which of these people came back to life 
after they died? Then say: We know that only one 
person in history lived, died, and then came back to 
life—forever: Jesus Christ. And that’s why we celebrate 
Easter.  

 
Guide the Study 
♦ Help the class to act out the drama of Matthew 28:1-
10. Assign the parts of the angel, the women, some 
soldiers, Jesus, and a narrator. You can allow the actors 
for the angel and Jesus to speak the words from the text, 
or the narrator can read them. Encourage the actors—
especially the women and the soldiers—to show with 
dramatic expression how they would have felt at the 
frightening appearance of the angel.  
 
♦ Call attention to the Word List. For each word, have 
the class explain how it relates to the events in Jesus’ 
death and resurrection. 
 
♦ Present a mini-lecture about the reasons to believe in 
the Resurrection. Your points can include: 
 

• The Romans were extra careful to guard the body. (See 
Matthew 27:62-66.) 

• Jesus’ body was never found. 
• Many people saw Jesus alive and told other people. 
• Several of the disciples were killed because they believed 

in the risen Christ. 
• Many historical documents show that the early church 

grew large and fast because the believers were so sure 
of Jesus’ resurrection. 

 

Encourage Application 
♦  Ask the class if they or someone they know has ever 
had success with a diet, has seen a terrific movie, read a 
thrilling book, or anything else that they could not help 
telling everyone about. Take a few moments for 
comments. Then say: Why do you think it’s so easy for 
people to talk about a diet or a movie, but not about 
Jesus’ birth and resurrection?  

♦ Write on the marker board: “Because He Lives, I can 
_______________.” Hand out index cards and pens to 
each person. Instruct them to copy the words and fill in 
the blank for themselves.  
     This might be difficult, so you may need to give 
some ideas, including your own answers. Invite 
volunteers to share what they have written.  
 

Encourage Application 
9. Lead a discussion with questions such as: 
— Do you know anyone who does not believe in life 
after death? What do they think happens to them after 
they die? 
— What do you believe will happen to you after you 
die? (Next, ask why they believe this. Presuming that 
some will respond that they believe they will be with 
God in heaven, ask leading questions to get to the 
reason they believe they will be in heaven after they die. 
The goal is to get them to say it is because of Jesus’ 
death on the cross for their sins and His resurrection 
over death. If answers come forth that convey a belief 
that it is “because I’m a pretty good person” or anything 
other than the sufficiency of Jesus and His sacrifice for 
our sins, then use this as an opportunity to explain the 
basic points of a gospel presentation.) 
—If you do believe there is life after death and that you 
will be with the Lord forever after you die, how does 
that make a difference in how you face difficulties now 
in your life? 
 
10. Say: We have talked about our hope for heaven, the 
hope we have because Jesus lives. But how can we be 
sure about it? Allow the class to answer. Steer their 
answers to the assurance we have based on the evidence 
of the Resurrection.  
 
11.  Read Luke 24:46-48 and Matthew 29:18-20. Ask: 
What did Jesus want His followers to do after they saw 
Him alive? (They were to go and tell other people about 
Jesus.) Then ask: Do you think that applies to us today? 
Who do you know who needs to know about Jesus and 
His resurrection?  
 
12. Play a recording or YouTube video of the song, 
“Because He Lives.” Provide the lyrics if possible. Ask 
the class what words, phrases, or ideas are most 
important or memorable to them personally.  
 
13. Close with a prayer of thanks that Jesus came to 
earth as a baby, lived among us, taught and healed 
many people, then died for our sins and came back to 
life from death. Also pray that each person can have the 
joy and assurance that Jesus is alive and always present 
to help us now and forever. 

 
Extra Teaching Ideas 
Connect with Life 
♦ Ask: Which is the better holiday—Christmas or 
Easter? Take a few minutes to have class members 
voice their opinions and reasons. Encourage them to 
mention secular things (gifts, candy) as well as 
theological reasons. Then say: Christmas is a wonderful 
holiday when we celebrate the birth of Jesus, who came 
to earth to live with us. Today, we will talk about why 
Easter, when Jesus came back from being dead, is even 
greater. 
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